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1 Introduction to GIS 

Objectives:  

1. Become familiar with GIS and how it is used 

2. Learn GIS basics 

3. Create a map using GIS 

4. Explore feature symbology  

5. Discuss types of data used in GIS 

6. Perform location queries 

Overview: 

In this first lab you will have the opportunity to familiarize yourself with the 

program developed by ESRI called Arc Desktop 10, where you will 

specifically use ArcMap and ArcCatalog. You will learn how GIS is 

increasingly being used in the engineering world and other business sectors. 

You will also learn how to use GIS to perform basic analysis, develop 

professional maps, and create your personal library of GIS data. 

 

ESRI Tutorial 

Account setup 

Your journey into the world of GIS begins now!  To begin your first step you 

must create an account online with the company that develops the GIS 

software.  As the developer, ESRI has created several series of tutorials that 

can be accessed online through their website.  The following outlines how to 

obtain access to this material. 

1. Navigate to the training website at ESRI.com.  The URL is provided 

here: http://training.esri.com/. 

2. To create a new account click on the following items: My Training > 

My Virtual Campus Training > Create New Account 

3. Enter in your netID as your username, and your CAEDM password 

for your password. 

4. Continue by filling in the rest of the spaces.  For “Organization” put 

“Brigham Young University.”  For boxes associated with “Address” 

simply put in your address where you live. 

5. When finished simply click “Create my ESRI Global Account.” 

 

Tutorial access 

6. You will be given a 14-digit code to enter under the “Start a New 

Web Course.” 

7. Once you have entered the code in you should have access to the 

course titled “Learning ArcGIS Desktop (for ArcGIS 10).” 

8. Now you have access! 
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Modules 

In this first lab you will cover introductory material to learn how ArcGIS can 

be used to perform basic analysis, to properly use symbols and text, and how 

to efficiently store data for future use.  Information covered in this first lab is 

detailed in Module 1, Module 2, and Module 4.   

 

As you step through the modules pay attention to the provided information.  

There are mini-exams at the end of each module that you will need to 

complete.  After completing the exam you must submit a record of passing 

the exam to your section’s TA as part of your notebook for this lab.   

 

By the end of this lab you should have a basic knowledge of the following: 

 

 What a feature is and how attributes are related to them 

 How GIS represents real-world objects 

 The three kinds of features used in GIS 

 How to access feature information 

 Be able to choose symbols for different features 

 Modify properties such as color, size, outline 

 Label map features using attributes or text 

 Describe two common data models used to represent data 

 List different geographic data formats 

 

Module 1:  

In this module you will learn about the basic principles of ArcGIS and how it 

can be used to solve problems, perform analysis, and keep track of data. The 

fundamentals discussed in this module include basic features of ArcGIS and 

attributes associated with those features. Examples of these features include 

points, lines, and polygons. Once these features are created visually, 

information can be stored in any specified feature in a tabular format that 

looks very similar to a spreadsheet. This is called the attribute table, which 

can store text or numerical data with headers to help identify what the data 

represents and its purpose.   

Exercise: Plan a trip to San Diego (Module 1.Part 1) 

Exercise: Find potential sites for a youth center (M1.P3) 

Exercise (optional): Calculate tornado damage (M1.P2) 

Module 2:  

In this module you will learn about GIS tools that the user can use to help 

make the GIS features more appealing and to more accurately represent their 

purpose. One important tool that can be utilized is symbology, which can be 

used to enhance the map as a whole. Examples of this include changing text 

height or font, symbol type or size, and color. One other very useful tool 

classifies data, which can be utilized to represent density, population size, 
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plant type, and any other method you can think of. By using these tools, a 

user cannot only enhance a map but create a work of art. 

Exercise: Display and label map features (M2.P1) 

Module 4:  

In this module you will learn about how GIS data is organized. There are 

many types of formats that GIS uses to store data as well as the many file 

types of the data itself.  Storage units most commonly used by GIS are called 

Geodatabases. This is like a folder that has been set aside for a specific 

project, whose contents are all applicable to that project. The purpose of a 

geodatabase is simply to help users organize their files in one place. For 

specific data types, there are two categories, shapefiles and raster data. 

Shapefiles are objects with an attached table containing relevant information. 

Raster data is in a grid format that has a given value for each grid cell. These 

two different data types have similar purposes but are utilized very 

differently. So when a user needs to use both types at the same time, GIS 

tools are utilized to re-create data in another format allowing users to perform 

many more types of analysis. 

Exercise (optional): Explore geographic data (M4.P1) 

Downloading data for modules 

In order to complete these modules you will need to download the data from 

the ESRI website. To do this you will access the tutorial webpage for 

‘Learning ArcGIS Dekstop’ and look for and click on the link ‘Course Data’ 

on the left-hand side of the page. Click the middle link ‘download the data’ 

and then click ‘Next.’ Click the radio button for ‘Learning ArcGIS Desktop’ 

and click ‘Next.’ Click the check box saying you agree to the terms-of-use 

and click ‘Next’. Finally, click on the  ‘Download File’ button and save the 

.zip file. The final step to access the data is unzipping the contents to your 

computer. You can do that by right-clicking on the file you just downloaded 

and click ‘Extract all…’ You are now ready to proceed. 

Equipment: 

 Computer with ArcMap (270 FB) 

 Online tutorial 

 Course code 

 Appendix H 

Location: 

Classroom 

Procedure: 

1. The TA will demonstrate and explain the various uses of ArcGIS. The TA 

will also introduce other information related to GIS analysis. 

2. Students will complete mini-exams at the end of each module within one 

week and will submit a record of completion in their lab TA. The easiest 

way to do this is to send the certificates of completion provided by ESRI. 
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3. Students should become familiar with using ArcMap, how to start the 

application, access data, and create basic maps. 

4. For this lab, you will be graded on your participation using the following 

scale. Part of your lab grade will be determined by this. 

  2pt: Participated in all aspects of lab 

  1pt: Did not participate during some of lab 

  0pt: Did not participate at all 

 

Field Book: 

1. Create the title page for your notebook on the first inside page of the field 

book. In pencil, include your name, class, section, address, phone, email, 

and any other pertinent information that you wish to add. Write your 

name and class section on the cover in pen, as well. 

2. Begin the Table of Contents page. As you create notes for each lab you 

should add appropriate information to your table of contents. If you are 

unsure how to set this up, check in Appendix A of the lab manual. 

3. Number all the pages in your field book. 

4. Write a paragraph about some of the things you learned about ArcGIS 

while working on these modules. 
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2 Field Practices & Measurements 

Objectives:  

 Part I: 

1. Become familiar with surveying equipment 

2. Care of equipment 

3. Student responsibilities 

4. Field notes 

5. Significant figures 

6. Tolerances 

   

 

Part II: 

1. Become familiar with several measurement techniques and their 

applications. 

2. Compare the relative accuracy of different techniques. 

3. Standardize your pace length. 

4. Take horizontal and slope distance measurements with a Total Station.  

5. Learn how to calculate the vertical and horizontal distance using the slope 

distance and a vertical or zenith angle. 

6. Learn to measure the zenith and vertical angles with a Total Station and a 

clinometer, respectively. 

7. Become familiar with the calculation of horizontal and vertical distances 

from measured data. 

Overview: 

  Part I: 

In this first part of the lab you will have the opportunity to familiarize 

yourself with the instruments, and equipment that will be used during the 

course of the semester. You will learn how to set up and level Total Stations 

and Levels and their proper use and care. You will also learn the expectations 

for note taking, significant figures, and accuracy/tolerances for your work. 

 

Total Station 

Setting up and Leveling a Total Station  

To properly measure angles and distances with the Total Station, the 

instrument must be level. You must be able to set the instrument up directly 

over a prescribed point on the ground. If errors are made while setting up, 

inaccurate measurements will result. The following steps will guide you 

through the process of setting up a Total Station (a version of this step-by-

step procedure, including pictures and video can be found at 

http://www.et.byu.edu/groups/ce113/online/total_station.htm and Appendix C 

has a copy of the TOPCON Total Station’s instruction manual for set-up). 

1. Release the legs and raise the platform of the tripod up to chest height 

and re-lock the legs (be sure to place all personal items and equipment 

away from tripod legs to avoid a tripping hazard). 

http://www.et.byu.edu/groups/ce113/online/total_station.htm
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2. Open the legs of the tripod in an equilateral triangle, placing the feet 

about 3 feet apart with the desired point in the center with the 

platform roughly horizontal. (On sloped ground put two of the legs 

downhill, and one of the legs poking into the hill). 

3. Set the Total Station on the center of the platform and tighten the 

screw that holds it in place from the bottom. 

4. Turn on the Total Station and use the plummet device (in our case a 

laser plummet) by pressing the following keys: Power, Menu, Page 

Down [F4], Laser Plummet [F3], and On [F1]. 

5. Step one of the legs into the ground, and then take a hold of the other 

two legs and reposition them until the laser is directly on the desired 

point, then step the other two legs into the ground. This is called 

“dancing the tripod.” You can think of this as a coarse adjustment. 

(For sloped ground step the uphill leg into the ground and adjust the 

two downhill legs.)Make sure that when you step the legs of the tripod 

into the ground that they go in as deep as possible. 

6. Now, as needed, adjust the length of any of the legs one at a time until 

the spirit bubble of the rough or circle bubble is in the center of the 

circle. Choose a leg that closely lines up with the direction you need 

the bubble to move to get into the circle. By doing this, you will 

spend less time rough leveling (putting the bubble in the circle) the 

tripod. The bubble will move closer to the leg if you raise it and away 

from the leg if you lower it. 

7. Once again turn on the laser plummet and check your position. If 

needed, loosen the screw holding the Total Station to the platform and 

slide the Total Station over the point, and re-tighten the screw. 

8. After loosening the horizontal motion knob (the inside portion of the 

lower knob on the side of the Total Station with two knobs), turn the 

Total Station so that the rectangular plate level is parallel with two of 

the leveling screws. Now adjust the two screws so that the long 

rectangular plate bubble is in the center of the plate; between the 

bolded black lines capped with dots. Make sure you turn each of the 

screws (one in each hand) the same amount, but in opposite 

directions. 

9. Now turn the Total Station 90° so that the plate level is perpendicular 

to the first two screws. Using only the third screw, adjust so that the 

rectangular plate bubble is once again centered. 

10. Avoid the temptation to over-use the leveling screws. If you need to 

turn them more than one full turn, you did a sloppy job on step six 

and you should repeat it. 

11. Check your leveling by turning the Total Station to a random angle 

and check the rectangular plate level. If needed repeat steps 7, and 8 

for a different pair of first screws. 

12. Once again turn on the laser plummet and check your position. If you 

are not over the point anymore, repeat steps 7-11, otherwise, go to 

step 13. 

13. Adjust your prism rod so that the center of the prism matches the –o- 

on the side of the total station, which should line up with the center of 

the eye piece.  

14. Double check your leveling and you’re ready to go! 
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15. When you are finished with your total station be sure to loosen the 

horizontal and vertical locking screws and center the leveling screws 

(this prevents the screws from getting stripped or over-tightened).  

 

Until you have had a lot of practice you may find it hard to fine level the 

instrument. Level it as closely as possible, and if you encounter problems ask 

the TA for assistance. Once the instrument is level, take care not to bump the 

legs and/or disturb it while using it. If you do mistakenly bump it, check 

immediately to see if it is still level and if you are set up over your point. If 

the instrument needs adjustment, repeat the leveling process before 

continuing to work. Never put excessive pressure on the leveling screws, if 

they seem too tight and difficult to adjust, ask your TA for help. 

When using a total station, you will use a prism rod to make measurements. A 

prism rod consists of an adjustable height rod with a prism mounted on the 

top. In normal surveying applications, the height of the center of the prism 

can be read off the adjustable part of the prism rod, but due to the fact that so 

many people use the equipment and parts have to be mixed and matched, this 

cannot be guaranteed for these labs. If the height of the prism is needed, you 

will need to measure it with the tape. 

Levels 

In this lab you will also become familiar with the set-up and operation of 

automatic Levels. A level is used to determine differences in elevation, and it 

is therefore important to correctly level the instrument so as not to introduce 

error. Set-up of the Level is similar to the Total Station, but is easier because 

the Level has a self-adjusting mechanism that will keep the optics level as 

long as you are “close.” Attach the Level to the tripod and roughly level by 

adjusting the tripod legs. While you can use the leveling screws to move the 

bubble into the bulls-eye, it is usually easier to use the tripod legs similar to 

how you dance the tripod with the total station. Once the bubble is in the 

bulls-eye, you will be ready to take readings. 

When using the Level, you will take readings off of a leveling rod, which is 

similar to a large ruler. You will learn more about levels in a later lab. 

  

Part II: 

In almost every area of engineering and construction we deal with measuring 

distances. Maps and plans all have distances or measurements shown on 

them. Understanding measurement techniques and their relative degrees of 

accuracy is vital to engineers and contractors. This lab will teach you some 

measurement techniques and help you see to the accuracy level of these 

techniques. With this knowledge you will be able to choose the method that 

best suits your needs. 

Slope, Horizontal, and Vertical Distances 

Engineers are constantly faced with slopes or sloped surfaces for roads, 

canals, dam sites, building sites, water and sewer pipe networks, and many 

other construction projects. Most field measurement techniques measure the 

slope distance or straight line between two points. For engineering design or 
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HD 

SD 

v 
z 

z 

construction layout, the horizontal and vertical distances must be computed. 

Understanding slope measurements and the corresponding horizontal and 

vertical relationships is very important. 

There are many ways in which these distances can be measured and 

calculated. Slope distances can be measured by taping, pacing, or using a 

Total Station. The angle of the slope can be measured as a vertical angle, 

zenith angle, or percent grade. The following equations summarize how 

horizontal and vertical distances can be computed from a slope distance and 

these angle measurements. 

HD = SD * (cos(v)) ................................................................................. 2.1 

HD = SD * (sin(z)) .................................................................................. 2.2 

HD = SD * (cos (arctan (g))) ................................................................... 2.3 

VD = SD * (sin (v)) ................................................................................. 2.4 

VD = SD * (cos (z)) ................................................................................. 2.5 

VD = SD * (sin (arctan (g))) .................................................................... 2.6 
 

Where: 
HD = horizontal distance 

VD = vertical distance 

SD = slope distance 

v = vertical angle 

z = zenith angle 

g = percent grade (measured as a 

percentage, i.e. 10%) 

 

Pacing 

Within limitations, pacing is a useful form of measuring. A pace is defined as 

the distance from the toe of one foot to the toe of the other foot when walking 

(or heel to heel).Pacing is a good form of measurement because it can be done 

quickly and does not require assistance or equipment. When using pacing, 

you should always take your normal stride. Do not attempt to stride 3 feet or 

some other distance, your measurements will be more accurate if you first 

calibrate and then measure using your normal walking pace. However, 

remember that while your calibrated pace may be something like 2.43 feet, 

you would never be justified in reporting a distance measured by pacing to 

two decimal places. Rather, you should always round at least to the nearest 

foot, and for longer distances probably to the nearest five or ten feet.  

Taping 

The tapes used in this lab are 100-ft. fiberglass tapes. They are incremented in 

wholes, tenths, and hundredths of feet. Taping usually requires two people. 

The person holding the zero end of the tape is responsible for maintaining a 

straight line to the desired ending point. Make sure the tape is flat against the 

ground and as straight as possible because you are measuring the slope 

distance over the ground. The tapes you will use are special surveying tapes 

with little stretch or give. 

VD 

z 
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Total Station 

Total Stations combine both angular and distance measurement devices 

within the same instrument. The distance measuring device is an Electronic 

Distance Meter (EDM) and transmits a signal of infrared or laser light at a 

high frequency to a reflective target known as a prism. The waves are 

reflected back to the instrument and the phase difference is measured 

internally. The phase difference is measured at two different frequencies and 

the instrument solves for the number of wavelengths. By knowing the 

wavelength and the number of waves, the EDM can solve for the distance. 

Slope distances and vertical or zenith angles are measured. Simple right 

triangle trigonometry (done automatically by a Total Station) is used to 

calculate the horizontal (HD) and vertical (VD) distances. Instructions for 

operation of your Total Station can be found in Appendix C. 

 

 

The Total Station measures zenith angles, where 0 is vertical. Zenith angles 

from 0-90 (positive vertical angles) are above horizontal and zenith angles 

from 90-180 (negative vertical angles) are below horizontal. If the Total 

Station telescope is inverted (flipped such that the grey eye-piece is not on the 

side with the control panel) then angles from 180-270 are below horizontal 

and angles from 270-360 are above horizontal. 

For any given zenith angle, a corresponding vertical angle can be computed; 

they are complimentary (add up to 90o).If the zenith angle is 7410’45”, the 

vertical angle is (9000’00” - 7410’45”) = +1549’15”.Similarly if the zenith 

angle is 9634’23” then the vertical angle is: (9000’00” - 9634’23”) = -

634’23”.If you are unclear about which angle to use in calculations, sketch 

the measurement and use basic Trigonometry to select the correct equation. 

 

A zenith angle is measured from directly overhead, while a vertical angle is measured 

from horizontal. 

Clinometer 

This handheld instrument measures vertical angles directly. A positive 

vertical angle is read when looking uphill and a negative vertical angle is read 

when looking downhill. The position is sighted using the horizontal bar inside 

2 wave frequencies 
Total Station 

on tripod Prism on rod 
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the tube. The level bubble is sighted at the same time, by means of a mirror 

and a split prism. As the position is sighted, adjust the vernier until the level 

bubble is even with the horizontal bar. The angle is then read on the side of 

the vernier. 

 

Equipment: 

Part I: 

 Total Station and tripod 

 Prism and prism rod 

 Level 

 Level rod 

 

Part II: 

 100 ft. Fiberglass Tape 

 Pins 

 Total Station and tripod 

 Prism and prism rod 

 Clinometer 

 

Location: 

Kimball Quad 

Procedure: 

Part I: 

1. The TA will explain the purpose of the field notebook and demonstrate 

what should be included for each lab. The initial pages of the notebook 

(name, phone, email, etc.) and a Table of Contents will be created. 

2. The TA will demonstrate and explain the various types of equipment that 

will be used throughout the lab. The TA will also demonstrate set-up, 

proper use, and care of all the equipment. 

3. Practice setting up the level. Give each member of your team a chance to 

perform this task. 

4. Set up the level, and measure the vertical distance off of the level rod 

being held by a member of the lab. Compare your results with your team. 

5. You will now have the opportunity to practice setting up a Total Station 

and Level to develop confidence in your ability to set up over a point and 

level an instrument. Set-ups are required for most labs, so use this time to 

learn the procedure. 

6. Practice setting up the total station. Remember to use both the bubble 

level and then the precision bubble. Give each member of you’re a team a 

chance to perform this task. 

7. Become comfortable with the optics, user interface, and rod operations 

for the Total Station and Level by taking turns examining the equipment. 

8. For each lab, you will grade your team members on their participation 

using the following scale. Part of their lab grade, and yours in turn, will 

be determined by this input. Put this grade next to their names at the end 

of the lab session. 

  2pt: Participated in all aspects of lab 

  1pt: Did not participate during some of lab 
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  0pt: Did not participate at all 

 

Part II: 

1. Using the fiberglass tape, measure a distance of 100 feet and place two 

pins in the ground at the starting and ending points. Establish the length 

of your pace on this pre-measured distance by counting the number of 

paces (each time your foot strikes the ground) that it takes to go from one 

pin to the other pin. Repeat this four times and average the four 

measurements to calibrate the length of your pace. Try to walk at a 

normal pace that you can repeat in future labs. 

2. By using the length of your pace, place two pins in the ground that are 

more than 200 feet apart. Make sure to place the pins in the ground at a 

slant, so that you can place your prism directly over the point.  

3. After placing the pins in the ground, each member of the crew will 

estimate the distance between the two pins by pacing the distance twice 

and taking the resulting average. 

4. Using the fiberglass tape and pins, measure the horizontal distance 

between the two points. This will require you to “break the tape” which 

means measuring to the end of the tape, marking the position on the 

ground, bringing the tape forward, and continuing the procedure until you 

reach your goal. You may need to use only a portion of the tape for the 

final measurement. Make the measurements both up and back and rotate 

responsibilities of head tape-person, rear tape-person, and scribe. Make 

sure each person has a chance to read the tape. Average your two 

measurements. Note: The tapes are incremented in tenths and hundredths 

of a foot, not in inches. 

5. Set up the Total Station over one pin and set the prism height equal to the 

height of the Total Station telescope. Make sure to use the laser plummet 

to make sure you are directly over your point and place the center of the 

prism at the same height as the “bar-dot-bar” (-o-) marker on the sides of 

the Total Station. This is the vertical center of the telescope. Now set the 

prism at the other pin location. Each crewmember is to measure the 

horizontal distance using the Total Station, and each crewmember should 

have the opportunity to hold the prism rod. Appendix C contains 

operating instructions for the Total Stations. 

6. Setup the total station over a new point by using one of the striped stakes. 

Place it where you can see the top of the JSB steeple and the Tree of 

Wisdom. 

7. Set the height of the prism rod to the same height as the total station (see 

step 5) and measure the slope or horizontal distance to the base of the 

steeple. 

8. Use the clinometer to measure the vertical angle to the top of the JSB 

steeple. 

9. Measure the zenith angle using the total station and compare results from 

the clinometer. 

10. Calculate the height of the steeple by adding the height of the prism rod, 

the vertical distance to the rod, and the vertical distance to the top of the 

steeple. 

11. Repeat steps 7 – 10 for the Tree of Wisdom. 
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12. Make a table comparing the angles from the clinometer and total station, 

and summarize the results from your calculations (the heights of the 

steeple and tree of wisdom). 

 

Field Book: 

Part I: 

1. The TA or Dr. Nelson will explain the purpose of the field notebook and 

demonstrate what should be included for each lab. The initial pages of the 

notebook (name, phone, email, etc.) and a Table of Contents will be 

created. 

2. Create the title page for your notebook on the first inside page of the field 

book. In pencil, include your name, class, section, address, phone, email, 

and any other pertinent information that you wish to add. Write your 

name and class section on the cover in pen, as well. 

3. Begin the Table of Contents page. As you create notes for each lab you 

should add appropriate information to your table of contents. If you are 

unsure how to set this up, check in Appendix A of the lab manual. 

4. Record the measurements you take during the lab. 

 

Part II: 

1. Show the four measurements and calculations you made for your pace 

length. Remember to use the correct number of significant figures. Refer 

to Appendix A for specific guidance to number of significant figures for 

each individual measuring technique. 

2. Show the two measurements and calculations for each method you made 

between the same two points by pacing, taping, and Total Station. 

3. Make a table showing the results of the three different measurement 

methods. 

4. Record the zenith angle (v), slope distance (SD), horizontal distance 

(HD), and vertical distance (VD) to the base of the JSB steeple and Tree 

of Wisdom. Some are measured and some calculated. 

5. Compare the measurements of vertical/zenith angles using the clinometer 

and Total Station to the top of the JSB steeple and the top of the Tree of 

Wisdom monument. Calculate and record the vertical heights from the 

measured horizontal distances and the most accurate angle measurement. 

Do this for the height above the vertical location of your Total Station. 

Does your calculated height change when you consider the height of your 

Total Station? How is this different from the actual height of the object 

from its base? 

 

Note: If you want to find the actual height of an object, you would need to take into 

consideration the height of the prism rod, the HD, and the angles to the top of the 

object of interest and to the prism. Depending on the angel to the prism, there will be 

an overlapping height or additional height. Always sketch a figure (as shown on the 

following illustration) if you are unsure whether to add the height from the prism to 

true horizontal or subtract. 
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3 Measuring Vertical Distances by Leveling 

Objectives:  

1. Learn the principles of differential leveling. 

2. Become familiar with the use of the self-leveling Level. 

3. Measure the change in elevation between two points and to establish the 

elevation of a point. 

Overview: 

Most civil engineering or construction projects require the measurement of 

height, depth, or elevation. The application of this need varies greatly from 

earthwork volumes to sewer line grade, footing and foundation or 

construction control elevations, and cross-section measurements. 

Differential Leveling 

Differential leveling involves the transferring of elevations from a point of 

known elevation to points of unknown elevation by means of establishing a 

visual reference plane. This is done by setting up the Level at any convenient 

point and “leveling” the instrument. The person then sights back to a level rod 

which is on a point of known elevation, usually referred to as a “bench mark” 

(BM).This rod reading, also known as a “back sight” (BS) or “plus sight”, is 

added to the known elevation of the bench mark to establish the “height of 

instrument” (HI).(This value is the elevation of the center of the Level 

eyepiece.) 

Now the rod is placed on a location of unknown elevation and the person can 

sight forward to establish that elevation. This can be done for more than one 

location from the same HI to get a profile reading. Profiles are used to 

establish center-of-the-road undulation or as data for topographic maps. 

These readings are known as “fore sights” (FS) or “minus sights.”The rod 

reading for each fore sight is subtracted from the HI to establish the elevation 

for each new point. 

For points that cannot be seen from the initial instrument set-up, one foresight 

point can become a “turning point” (TP).The rod holder stays at this location 

while the instrument (Level) is moved forward to a new location. When the 

instrument is leveled, a BS is made on the rod held over the TP and a new HI 

is established using the elevation previously established for the TP and the BS 

reading. This process is repeated as often as necessary to determine the 

elevation of all desired points. It is similar to playing leap-frog. 

The total difference in elevation between a known and unknown point will be 

determined by adding each of the back sights to the bench mark elevation and 

subtracting each of the fore sights for all turning points. As shown in the table 

on page 13.  
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     HI2 

 

 HI1 

 

 

 

 

 

  Forward Motion 

An example of differential leveling 

The above figure shows an example of how differential leveling works. First 

the surveyor sets up the Level and back sights to BM #1. The rod reading is 

recorded in the BS (+) column. The HI1 is determined by adding the BS to the 

measurement elevation of BM #1.Next, the rod is moved to TP #1 and a FS 

reading is recorded on the next row in the FS (-) column. The elevation of TP 

#1 is determined by subtracting the FS from the previous HI. The Level is 

moved forward and set up for a BS to TP #1.The BS is added to the elevation 

of TP #1 to determine the new HI2.The rod is moved to BM#2 and a FS is 

taken. Finally the FS is subtracted from the previous HI2 to determine the 

elevation of BM #2. 

Stadia Marks 

The level cross hair reticule has, in addition to the normal cross hairs, two 

additional horizontal hairs, one above and the other below the main horizontal 

cross hair. These stadia hairs are positioned in the reticule so that, if a rod 

were held 100 ft from the telescope, the difference between the upper and 

lower stadia hair readings (rod interval) would be exactly 1.00 ft. By the use 

of similar triangles, it can be seen that distance from the telescope to the rod 

can be determined simply by sighting a rod (with the telescope level) and 

reading the rod interval. The rod interval is then multiplied by 100 to get the 

horizontal distance. 

Closing the Loop 

In order to properly complete your work, a check for accuracy and mistakes 

must be made. This is known as “closing the loop.”This means that the 

leveling process is reversed by starting at BM #2 and returning to the original 

benchmark. It is best to use different TPs to help check your procedure. If the 

elevation at BM #1 is the same going both directions, the work is satisfactory. 

If there is a difference in elevation at the benchmark, it is known as “closure 

error.”For this lab, if the closure error is greater than 0.02 feet, the entire loop 

must be redone. If the closure error and the total distance of the loop are 

known, the order of accuracy for the survey can be calculated according to 

Chapter 5, Section 4 (pages 98-103) in the textbook or the table below. 

BM #1 

BM #2 

BS 

TP #1 

FS 
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Point BS(+) HI FS(-) Elevation 

BM #1 11.851 4301.851  4300.00 

TP #1 32.562 4291.24 2 13.17 4288.68 

BM #2   49.45 4281.79 

 BS = 4.41  FS = 22.62  

 Check 4300.00 + 4.41 – 22.62 = 4281.79 

     

BM #2 1 12.12 4293.91  4281.79 

TP #2 3 14.84 4306.19 22.56 4291.35 

BM #1   46.17 4300.02 

 BS = 26.96  FS = 8.73  

 Check 4281.79 + 26.96 – 8.73 = 4300.02 

An example of differential leveling notes with arithmetic check. The order of 

measurements taken is found in the upper left corner of the boxes. 

 

Point BS (+) FS (-) Elevation/HI 

BM #1   4300.00 

Gun Point #1 1.851  4301.851 

TP #1  13.17 4288.68 

Gun Point #2 2.562  4291.24 

BM #2  9.45 4281.79 

 BS = 4.41 FS = 22.62  

Check 4300.00 + 4.41 – 22.62 = 4281.79 

Another example of differential leveling notes with arithmetic check. You would repeat 

this going backward just as shown in the previous example when you close the loop. 

Equipment: 

 Auto-Level and tripod 

 Level rod 

 

Location: 

Surveying Hill (Southeast of the Clyde building) 
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Procedure: 

1. Throughout the lab, make sure the rod is waved and the lowest number 

seen “hit” by the cross-hairs is recorded. Turn the knobs to focus the 

cross-hairs first and then the picture; each knob controls one function. 

2. The starting monument is Benchmark (BM) 101, 102, or 103 as assigned 

to your lab group by the TA. Given the elevation of your starting BM as 

given below, determine the elevation of your second BM (201, 202, or 

203) as assigned by your TA. Follow the procedure and example 

described above. You will need to establish at least 2 turning points 

between your starting BM (101,102, or 103) and your second BM (201, 

202, or 203) in each direction. Note: The example above shows only a 

single turning point between bench marks, but you should have at least 

two in each half of your level loop. 

3. Measure the horizontal distance between each turning point with the 

stadia marks. Add the distances to find the total distance for the loop. 

This will be used to calculate your survey order. 

4. Close the loop by shooting back to your starting BM and then determine 

the closure of your loop. If the closure error is greater than 0.02 feet, 

repeat the procedure. 

5. Use the loop distance and the closure error to determine the survey order 

using the following table.  

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝐾 ∗ √(3.048 ∗ 10−4) ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑝 

 

 

Vertical Control Survey Accuracy Standards 

Order and Class Coefficient K for Required Relative Accuracy 

First Order  

Class I 0.00984 

Class II 0.0131 

Second Order  

Class I 0.0197 

Class II 0.0262 

Third Order 0.0394 

 

Known BM Elevation (ft) 

101 4649.88 

102 4649.57 

103 4649.03 

 

Field Book: 

1. Sketch the path of your loop on the map, between benchmarks and 

turning points. It is not necessary to show the Level locations. 

2. In tabular form, record each BS and FS as in the example above. 

3. Compute the HI for each set-up. 

4. Compute the elevation of each turning point and BM 201, 202, or 203. 

5. Show all notes for closing the loop and note the closure error and survey 

order. 

6. Perform the appropriate algebraic checks as outlined in the lab. 
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7. Bring two post-it notes for each member of your lab group for use in Lab 

4. 

Note Taking: 

There should be a minimum of five or four columns (depending on the format 

used) to record the data for differential leveling. The format seen in the 

example will aid you in keeping track of the raw data in order to determine 

the correct elevation. Always perform an arithmetic check to determine if 

errors have been made in measuring and/or recording the various 

elevations. 
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4  Measuring Horizontal Angles 

Objectives:  

1. Review how to set up a Total Station over a point. 

2. Learn the basic operations of turning and measuring horizontal angles. 

3. Learn how to repeat angle measurements using the repeat option of the 

Total Station and inverting the telescope of the Total Station. 

4. Learn how to close the horizon on a traverse. 

5. Measure and layout horizontal angles using a tape and simple geometry. 

Overview: 

Engineers and construction personnel need to know the location of existing 

points and be able to establish the location of new points for construction 

projects. Surveying is the science of locating and establishing the location of 

points on, above, or below the surface of the earth. This is done by measuring 

distances and angles. In this lab the Total Station will be used to measure 

horizontal angles. 

Setting up an instrument can be challenging when points are located in thick 

brush, on steep hillsides, or along fence lines. Wasted time and frustration can 

be avoided by learning the proper techniques to set up and level a Total 

Station quickly. Confidence in setting up and using an instrument comes only 

with practice and experience. Refer back to Lab #1 for information on 

leveling your Total Station and be sure at the end of this lab that you are 

comfortable with the set-up and operation of a Total Station. 

Reading Angles with a Total Station 

Without setting the horizontal angle to zero, sight the beginning point and 

take a reading. Turn clockwise to the next point and take second reading. The 

difference between the two readings is the angle between the two points. 

Example: Horizontal Angle = (165 45’ 24’’) - (2317’06’’) = 14228’18’’ 

Setting the Horizontal Angle Reading to 0 

Most stations have the ability to zero the horizontal angle when sighting the 

first point. If this is done the horizontal angular reading when sighting a 

second point clockwise from the first, indicates directly the correct horizontal 

angle. Regardless of the direction turned, the angles will show as if rotated 

clockwise. This may be a point of confusion in other instances, such as 

wanting the angle equal to 360o – angle turned. 

To zero the horizontal angle of your Total Station you should sight your first 

target. With the Total Station in Angle Measurement mode, press the 0Set 

[F1] key and press YES [F3].The horizontal angle is now set at zero at this 

point. When turning to the second point the horizontal angle will be 

displayed. 

Measuring Angles by Repetition 

The Repetition Angle Measurement option of the Total Station will result in a 

more precise horizontal angle measurement. The following is a guide to using 

your Total Station to measure an angle as the average of multiple readings. 
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From the Angle Measurement mode, press the Page Down [F4] key to get to 

page 2.Press the REP [F2] key and press YES [F3].Sight on your first point, 

press 0SET [F1] followed by the YES [F3] key. Turn your instruments to 

your second point, press the HOLD [F4] key, invert the telescope, and re-

sight on your first point. When re-sighted on your first point, press the REL 

[F3] key, sight on your second point and press HOLD [F4].Repeat this 

process as many times as desired, making sure to have an even number of 

measurements. Each time the HOLD key is pressed the average turned angle 

will be displayed as “Hm.”An Error message will be displayed if the 

differences of measured angles are greater than 30” (in other words you are 

doing a poor job of repeating the measurement).To return to the normal angle 

mode press the ESC key followed by YES. Make sure you sight a precise 

point for your angles; it will surprise you how small a distance of 30” is at 

common distances. 

By inverting the telescope you can eliminate errors that might be associated 

with the optics of the instrument. However, you should perform an even 

number of repetitions in order to have the same number of measurements 

with the telescope in the normal and inverted positions.  

Closing the Horizon 

The sum of the horizontal angles for one full rotation should be 36000’00”.If 

the sum of the angles is not 36000’00”, the difference is the “error of 

closure.”The “error in closure” should be distributed to all measured angles. 

The example below shows how the 2’0’’ error of closure is distributed to 

close the horizon. 

  Measured Angles  Corrected Angles 

  9844’36’’   9845’16’’ 

  12118’12’’   12118’52’’ 

  13955’12’’   13955’52’’ 

   35958’0’’    3600’0’’ 

“Error of closure” can be distributed in any proportion to each or some of the 

angles. If you suspect that one angle is more likely to have errors than the 

others then you can arbitrarily assign more or the total error correction to that 

measurement. 

Measuring Angles by Measuring Horizontal Distances 

You can measure a 90 angle with a tape by measuring out a 3-4-5 right 

triangle. You can measure out any other angle with a tape if you have a 

calculator and can remember a little bit of geometry and trigonometry. The 

secret is to bisect the angle into two equal right triangles and use the sin of the 

bisected angle to either measure the angle or to lay out the desired angle. 

To measure an existing angle, measure equal horizontal distances, H, along 

each of the legs of that angle from the angle point. Then measure the 

horizontal distance, D, between these two points. Divide this distance in half 

and you have divided the angle in half. Divide this half distance by the 

hypotenuse and the result is the sine of half the angle, /2.Determine the size 
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of the half angle by using the arc-sine function and multiply it by 2 to obtain 

the desired angle. 

     

    H  

   /2  D 

 

 

Laying out a horizontal angle using a tape 

sin (/2) = ((1/2) * D) / H ........................................................................ 4.1 

Where: 

 = horizontal angle 

D = opposing leg of the triangle 

H = hypotenuse 

Accuracy 

The accuracy of these methods varies widely. When used properly, Total 

Stations can measure to the closest 1 second. A Brunton Compass (another 

possible method) will only measure to the nearest 2 or 3 degrees. When 

deciding which method to use, determine what the required accuracy, and use 

the method that will provide those results. Be careful not to report more 

accuracy than you are capable of measuring. When doing a construction 

layout, always check 90o angles with a tape and the 3-4-5 triangle approach. 

You cannot be precise enough using a Total Station at these small distances. 

Equipment: 

 100 ft. Fiberglass Tape 

 Pins 

 Total Station and tripod 

 Bring your own Post it Notes to lab 

Location: 

Clyde Quad 

Procedure: 

1. Set a convenient point on the ground. Each crewmember is to set up the 

Total Station over the point before the group takes readings. Each group 

member will take their own readings (measuring two angles per person). 

2. Place Post it notes with “X’s” on it around the Clyde Quad (enough for 

two angles per lab partner).Mark your Post it Notes to distinguish yours 

from other lab groups. 

3. Zero the Total Station when you have sighted on your initial point. 

4. Measure the horizontal angles: 

a. By turning one full horizon. 

b. Repetition Angle Measurement of each angle should have at least 

two sets (2 direct & 2 inverted measurements). 
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c. Record the Ht value (the sum of all the angles turned in one set) 

for your two angles, so you can calculate the angles measured in 

each set.  

d. Record the HM value all the angles 

5. Balance your angles to close your horizon to exactly 36000’00” 

(distribute evenly amongst the angles). 

6. Lay out an angle of 5523’ using only a tape and your calculator. 

Field Book: 

1. In a table compare the measured values of the angles between your points 

(i.e. a table with HT minus the previous HT). 

2. Show any calculations used in measuring the angles in steps 3 and 4. 

3. Show the calculations used to set out the angle in step 5. 

4. Sketch the Quad, including your location and the angles your group 

measured. Don’t forget the North arrow.  
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5 Applications of GIS 

Objectives:  

1. Learn the applications of GIS to surveying measurements. 

2. Learn how to identify coordinate systems and change coordinates to 

match data correctly. 

3. Learn how to create and edit data. 

4. Learn how to create a professional map layout. 

Overview:  

Tutorial Access 

To access the module material online you will need to have your ESRI 

account information.  If you don’t remember how to get there, or this is your 

first time, navigate to http://www.training.esri.com.  Then click on “My 

Training” > click go under “My Virtual Campus Training > Enter in 

username and password > Click on the lesson “Learning ArcGIS Desktop 

(for ArcGIS 10).” For ESRI account setup see Lab 1. 

Module 3: Referencing data to real locations 

In this module you will learn about the importance of coordinate systems 

and how to edit the coordinates for features in ArcGIS. This information is 

directly applicable to surveying because of the wide range of coordinate 

systems used in both past and present.  

As you have learned in class, the earth is not a perfect sphere, which 

makes it difficult to set one meridian to measure from. For this reason 

multiple types of coordinate systems were developed with little regard to 

efficiency and productivity. As technology and research has progressed 

standards have been set to optimize present and future data management. 

So you may be thinking that if there are many historical coordinate 

systems how do we survey something in the current standard that is 

defined in an older coordinate system?  This is where advances in 

technology, like ArcGIS step in and assist the user to complete conversion 

tasks. ArcGIS has many of these historical coordinate systems embedded 

in the software where users can access this information. This makes 

ArcGIS a strong tool to add to any surveyor’s tool belt. 

Exercise: View and modify coordinate system information 

(Module 3.Part1) 

Module 5: Creating and editing data 

In this module you will learn how to create data and edit attributes. This 

information can be applied to surveying because it is the first step to 

creating a map and performing analysis for your lab and in the future, your 

client.  

You learned in the previous modules about the three kinds of features you 

can create and that there are attributes associated with that data. In these 

modules you will now you have the opportunity to create your own data 

http://www.training.esri.com/
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and define attributes for it. Pay attention specifically to inputting data from 

an x,y format. 

Exercise: Create new features and attributes (M5.P3) 

Module 8: Designing maps with ArcGIS 

In this module you will learn how to create a map layout and apply design 

principles to create professional looking maps for your labs and future clients. 

The information covered in this module is directly related to surveying 

because maps are constantly used and referenced to on the job.  

Take a second and think back to all of the maps you have seen in your 

lifetime. Now think about all of the things you liked about the maps, and all 

of the things you didn’t like. These design principles you are thinking of, 

hopefully more good than bad, should also be applied to maps you create in 

this class and in the future. We want the message to be clear, non-cluttered, 

and to the point. We want to create a simple map that clients or viewers can 

easily interpret.  

Keeping this in mind, our data and information may be relatively simple and 

easy to understand, but a little more effort in presentation can go a long way 

to getting the message across. Maps can make a huge difference in both the 

non-professional and professional arena. Think for an instance about this 

scenario. Let’s say you have a great business idea. You do all of the right 

things in preparing a business plan, marketing strategy, etc. You spend a good 

amount of time on developing the visual aids to be used in the presentation to 

the bank. You only have 15 minutes to present your idea and you plan to use 

every minute. What do you think will capture the attention of the bank, the 30 

page business plan or the charts, graphs, and other visual aids representing the 

profitability of your idea? In this world, presentation is everything. 

Exercise: Create a presentation map Part 1 (M8.P2) 

Exercise: Create a presentation map Part 2 (M8.P2) 

Equipment: 

 Computer and internet access 

 Login information for ESRI account 

 ArcMap 10 

 Appendix H 

Location:  

Room 270 FB (Fletcher Building) 

Procedure: 

1. Navigate to the ESRI training website and access the lesson material 

online. 

2. Read through the module information and complete the exams and the 

end of each section. 

3. Complete the exercises listed above detailed under the overview section. 

4. Access module completion certificates and submit them to TA. 

5. Record this lab in your field book. 
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Field Book: 

1. Each person is responsible for knowing the material covered in the 

modules. 

2. Just like you did for Lab 1, certificates of completion for each module 

must be sent to your section’s TA within one week after your scheduled 

lab time. 

3. Write in your field book that you completed the module exams for this 

lab and a paragraph about what you learned. 
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6 Property Layout and USPLSS 

Objectives:  

1. Perform an open traverse and carry change in latitude and departures. 

2. Use the U.S. Public Land Survey System for description of property. 

3. Use property descriptions to locate corresponding property corners. 

Overview:  

History of U.S. Pubic Land Survey System 

The U.S. Public Land Survey System (USPLSS) is used throughout the 

United States for property location descriptions, with the exception of the 

thirteen original colonies, Texas, and Hawaii. There are 31 principle 

meridians (north/south lines) and base lines (east/west) in the contiguous 

United States. The intersection of a principle meridian and base line forms an 

“origin” from which property boundaries are determined. Some meridians are 

numbered such as the Sixth Principle Meridian while others are named, like 

the Great Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 

The Great Salt Lake Base and Meridian is located at Latitude 40o 46' 04" - 

Longitude 111o 54' 00" (5 W South Temple Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84101) 

and the altitude of the sidewalk is 4327.27 ft. The marker that now exists 

reads: 

 Fixed by Orson Pratt assisted by Henry G. Sherwood,  

August 3, 1847, when beginning the original survey of 

"Great Salt Lake City," around the "Mormon" temple site 

designated by Brigham Young July 28, 1847, the city streets 

were named and numbered from this point. 

 David H. Burr, first U.S. Surveyor-General for Utah,  

located here in August 1855, the initial point of public 

land surveys in Utah, and set the stone monument, still 

preserved in position. 

 An astronomical station, its stone base still standing 

100 ft. N, and 50 ft. W. of this corner was established by 

George W. Dean, U.S. G.&G. Survey, September 30, 1869, to 

determine the true latitude and longitude; it was used to 

obtain correct time at this point until December 30, 1897. 

Townships are numbered north or south of the base line. Ranges, or 

“columns” of townships, are numbered east or west of the principal meridian. 

Each 6 mile square township is divided into 36 sections, or squares of roughly 

640 acres (1 square mile) each. Numbering begins in the NE corner with 

section 1 and ends in the SE corner with section 36.The numbers run in 

alternating lines east and west and then west and east. See Appendix G for a 

diagram and further explanation. Each section may be subdivided into smaller 

parcels. Each quadrant of a section can be subdivided by referencing a certain 

corner of the section. 
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The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) requires specific monuments of 

section corners. Usually they are steel pipes with a bronze cap. All surveys in 

Utah are referenced to these set monuments. Property corners must have their 

origin tied to these monuments as well. When you want to locate the 

beginning corner of a property you will have to start from the section corner 

referenced in the description and perform an open traverse to the point of 

beginning. 

Traverse Coordinates 

There are both open and closed traverses; in this lab we will be performing a 

open traverse. A traverse is used to determine the exact location of an 

unknown point. By knowing a bearing angle and a distance from a known 

point, the X (also called easting, or departure) and Y (also called northing, 

or latitude) from the known point can be calculated. The rectangular 

coordinates of the new point can then be determined with respect to the 

known point. If the known point already has coordinates, the X and Y are 

added algebraically to these coordinates. This procedure is followed around 

the traverse and the coordinates for each new point are determined. 

For this lab you will be given points with known x and y coordinates 

(northing and easting, latitude and departure). The coordinates are based on 

the State Plane NAD 83 Utah Central projection which covers all of central 

Utah. As you work through the lab keep in mind that these coordinates are 

measured in feet. This is very important when you input these coordinates 

back into ArcMap to create your plot because you could be off by a factor of 

three+ in your results. The map at the end of this lab shows six control 

points. Using your given point and another point (or azimuth angle) you will 

orient north, which will assist you by giving true bearings and azimuth angles 

for the sides of your traverse. You will then be able to compute the correct 

coordinates to input into ArcMap so the representation of your area will be 

accurate. 

Either azimuth or bearing angles may be used, along with a horizontal 

distance to compute X and Y: 

Azimuth Angles 

X = D * sin A ........................................................................................ 5.2 

Y = D * cos A ....................................................................................... 5.3 

Bearing Angles 

Northeast Quadrant 
X = D * sin B ........................................................................................ 5.4 

Y = D * cos B ........................................................................................ 5.5 

Northwest Quadrant 
X = -D * sin B ....................................................................................... 5.6 

Y = D * cos B ........................................................................................ 5.7 

Southwest Quadrant 
X = -D * sin B ....................................................................................... 5.8 

Y = -D * cos B ...................................................................................... 5.9 
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Southeast Quadrant 

X = D * sin B ...................................................................................... 5.10 

Y = -D * cos B .................................................................................... 5.11 

Where: 

X = change in X 

Y = change in Y 

D = Horizontal Distance 

A = Azimuth angle (measured clockwise from north) 

B = Bearing angle 

Bearings are measured to the east or west from an axis running north and 

south. The quadrants are set up like a rectangular coordinate system. The 

known point is the origin and the unknown point lies in one of the four 

quadrants. The unknown point is north Y and east X of the known point in 

the figure below. 

  NW    NE 

             X   

           Y 

        

  

  SW    SE 

       

Bearing grid showing four quadrants 

 

Vector of Closure and Precision 

If all measurements were perfect when you add up the X’s and Y’s for a 

closed traverse they would each sum to 0 for perfect closure. Unfortunately 

even with the best equipment and practices this is impossible and so you will 

need to calculate the error of closure in the X (east or departure) and Y (north 

or latitude) directions. The error of closure is computed as: 

CX = X ............................................................................................... 5.12 

CY = Y ............................................................................................... 5.13 

Where:   

CX = total closure distance of X 

CY = total closure distance of Y  

The vector of closure (or error of linear closure) is determined using 

Pythagorean’s Theorem. Vector of Closure = [(CX)2 + (CY)2]1/2 5.14 

 

The precision of your traverse can then be determined by dividing the vector 

of closure by the total perimeter of the traverse. This number will be small 

and should be converted to a fraction of 1/Precision, where Precision is a 

whole number (just use the 1/x button on your calculator).You should round 

Precision to the nearest 10 or probably 100.In other words, Precision reads 
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something like “one in sixteen hundred” which interpreted means that for 

every 1600 units (i.e. feet, inches, or miles) you traverse, you will have 1 unit 

of error. As a further example, if the vector of closure is 0.07 feet and the 

perimeter distance is 573 feet, the degree of accuracy would be 1/8180 or 

perhaps better 1/8100 feet. You want to round down because to round up 

would be to report more accuracy than you actually attained. 

Open Traverse 

In order to be able to perform this survey on campus, the plat descriptions 

given in this lab are referenced to mock control points of the local township 

and range (We just don’t have enough space/time to have each lab group 

begin from an actual section corner so we will use the sections of brick laid 

out on Brigham’s Square between the Wilkinson Center, Harris Fine Arts 

Center (HFAC), and the Library).The reference from this control point needs 

to have a back sight (usually to another section corner, but it could be a 

monument of another kind) to determine exactly where you are. You will use 

two known points to calculate the bearing and distance to your property. With 

the bearing and distance known, the Total Station can be turned to shoot a 

line towards your property location. All of the properties described in this lab 

are located in the Kimball Quad. You may take any route through campus 

(either way around the library) to get to the beginning corner of your 

property. The plat describes a certain distance west and south from the control 

point. 

As you proceed through campus you must always know the bearing of the 

line you are shooting. Back sight to get a reference angle or zero set on the 

back sight, then turn and shoot a fore sight on the next point (example shown 

in the figure below).Record the angle between your back sight and fore sight 

as well as the distances between both points and the Total Station. Each 

stretch of ground will have two distances associated with it; a forward 

distance and a backward distance. The “true” distance is the average of those 

two distances. The total station will do this automatically.  
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Back Site

Fore Site 

A

N87o32'45"E

= 128o48'17"

B

Bearing AB

128o48'17"

-8    7   o32     '4    5"    

N41o15'32"W

Bearing BA

S41o15'32"E

 

Example Bearing Measurement in an Open Traverse 

Throughout your open traverse, record the change in x and y from your 

bearings and the average distances of the back and fore sights. When you 

reach the Kimball Quad you should have a sum of distance you traveled west 

(x) and south (y).Compare the distances west and south you have traveled to 

the described point of beginning of the property. Once you are close you can 

use trigonometry to figure out the remaining distance and angle required to 

locate the beginning point of your property. 

Equipment: 

 Total Station and tripod 

 Prism and prism rod 

 Piece of chalk to mark turning points on sidewalk. 

 Measuring Tape 

Location: Brigham’s Square  Kimball Quad 

Procedure: 

1. Look below to find the coordinates you will start your open traverse on. There 

is a map provided at the end of this lab showing where these points are 

located. 

2. Go to your assigned starting position just south of the Harris Fine Arts Center 

(HFAC) and in between the Library and Wilkinson Center, as identified on 

the bearing map. 

3. Set up the total station directly over the point (A, B, C, etc) assigned to 

your lab group 

4. Complete the open traverse using the latitude and departure given to you by 

your TA. Remember to write down the coordinates of each point along your 

traverse.  

5. Remember to keep your FS and BS distances about equal to avoid large error. 

6. Mark your ending point and check with your TA to determine where you 

should be. 
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7. Determine vector of closure using the measuring tape and calculate the error 

of closure and accuracy of your survey. 

8. The final step is to make a GIS map using your starting point, azimuths, and 

distances to calculate the coordinates of all points along the traverse.  The 

map should include a title, main map, inset map, north arrow, legend, and 

scale.  To add your coordinates to ArcMap do the following: 

9. Import Points 

a. Save your traverse points in an Excel file (.xlsx) with columns for  

X (Dep), and Y (Lat).  Close the file before moving on. 

b. Open the catalog tab on the right and browse for your spreadsheet. 

c. Drag the sheet containing the coordinates for your topo points. 

d. Right-click on the data in the explorer window (on the left) and click 

‘Show XY Data.’ 

e. Set the correct fields with the correct values for northing (y), and easting 

(x). 

f. Make sure to set the coordinate system to State Plane > NAD 1983 US 

Feet > Utah Central 

g. When finished click OK to import. 

10. Your TA will assign you how you will orient north; by the Azimuth angle 

listed below or using the coordinates of another point. 

 

North (Lat) East (Dep)

1 A 7259561.158 1599016.780 253°07’59”

2 B 7259535.185 1599017.015 259°45’47”

3 C 7259561.505 1599044.774 254°55’05”

4 D 7259535.486 1599045.047 260°51’00”

5 E 7259561.808 1599072.704 256°20’49”

6 F 7259535.830 1599073.002 261°42’08”

Azimuth to Cross 

on LibraryPoint

Coordinates (ft)

Group

 
 

Coordinate System: State Plane NAD83 US Foot Utah Central 

Field Book: 

1. Draw the path of your traverse and the location of your point of beginning 

and the property corner in your field book. 

2. List the coordinates of the points along your traverse and the actual 

coordinates of the corners of your property. 

3. Be sure to list which property corner you ended near. 

4. Determine the vector of closure and precision. 

5. Include the GIS map you made showing the path of your traverse. 
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2 

1 3 

Using Interior Angles to Calculate Azimuths 

 
While performing traverses you can use interior angles to quickly find the azimuth of the 

forward leg. In order to do this you only need to know two things, the azimuth or  

back-azimuth, and the horizontal angle from the back-leg to the forward-leg. 

 

Imagine three points as shown below; 1, 2, and 3. You want to travel from point 1 to point 3 

but there is an obstacle in the way. Using data given to you, you measure a forward-azimuth 

to point 2 of 300°.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moving to point 2, you can now take a forward measurement to point 3, but you need to 

know the azimuth of the path from 2-3 to close the traverse correctly. Using the data you 

have you calculate the back-azimuth of path 1-2 as 120° by subtracting 180 degrees from the 

forward-azimuth (300° - 180°).  

 

With this data you measure a horizontal angle from point 1 to point 3 of 120°. Adding this to 

the back-azimuth will give you the forward-azimuth of path 2-3, which is 240°.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is how you use interior angles to find forward-azimuths. You will use this method in the 

next lab as well, so learn and practice this method. It will help on your homework and 

midterm exams. 
 

  

1 

2 

N 

300° 

2 

1 3 

2 

120° 240° 

N 

2 

3 
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7 Field Traverse and Area Measurements 

Objectives:  

1. Learn the principles of running a closed field traverse. 

2. Learn how to properly adjust the measured values of a closed traverse to 

achieve mathematical closure. 

3. Determine the error of closure and compute the accuracy of the work. 

4. Learn how to calculate the area of a closed traverse. 

Overview:  

Balancing Horizontal Angles 

The first step in adjusting closed traverses is to balance the horizontal angles. 

This is done by summing all of the interior angles measured and comparing 

them with the geometric sum of the angles. The geometric sum of the interior 

angles of any closed traverse is: 

 Interior Angles = (n-2) * 180 .............................................................. 5.1 

Where: 

n = number of angles/sides of the traverse 

If the sum of the measured angles does not add up to the geometric value, the 

difference is divided by the number of interior angles, and the result is then 

distributed. This correction is either added to or subtracted from each 

measured angles depending on whether the measured values sum to less than 

or greater than the geometric sum. This process of balancing horizontal angles 

should be done before leaving the field, because if there has been an error in 

measuring the angles it will show up in the sum and you will have the chance 

to re-measure. 

Traverse Coordinates 

There are both open and closed traverses; in this lab we will be performing a 

closed traverse. A traverse is used to determine the exact location of an 

unknown point. By knowing a bearing angle and a distance from a known 

point, the X (also called easting, or departure) and Y (also called northing, 

or latitude) from the known point can be calculated. The rectangular 

coordinates of the new point can then be determined with respect to the 

known point. If the known point already has coordinates, the X and Y are 

added algebraically to these coordinates. This procedure is followed around 

the traverse and the coordinates for each new point are determined. 

For this lab you will be given points with known x and y coordinates 

(northing and easting, latitude and departure). The coordinates are based on 

the projected State Plane NAD 83 Utah Central projection which covers all of 

Utah. As you work through the lab keep in mind that these coordinates are 

measured in FEET. This is very important when you input these coordinates 

back into ArcMap to create your plot because you could be off by a factor of 

three+ in your results. The map at the end of this lab shows six control 

points with a master control point in the middle. Using your given point and 
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the master control point you will orient north, which will assist you by giving 

true bearings and azimuth angles for the sides of your traverse. You will then 

be able to compute the correct UTM NAD83 Zone 12 coordinates to input 

into ArcMap so the representation of your area will be accurate. 

Either azimuth or bearing angles may be used, along with a horizontal 

distance to compute X and Y: 

Azimuth Angles 

X = D * sin A ........................................................................................ 5.2 

Y = D * cos A ....................................................................................... 5.3 

Bearing Angles 

Northeast Quadrant 

X = D * sin B ........................................................................................ 5.4 

Y = D * cos B ........................................................................................ 5.5 

Northwest Quadrant 
X = -D * sin B ....................................................................................... 5.6 

Y = D * cos B ........................................................................................ 5.7 

Southwest Quadrant 

X = -D * sin B ....................................................................................... 5.8 

Y = -D * cos B ...................................................................................... 5.9 

Southeast Quadrant 
X = D * sin B ...................................................................................... 5.10 

Y = -D * cos B .................................................................................... 5.11 

Where: 

X = change in X 

Y = change in Y 

D = Horizontal Distance 

A = Azimuth angle (measured clockwise from north) 

B = Bearing angle 

Bearings are measured to the east or west from an axis running north and 

south. The quadrants are set up like a rectangular coordinate system. The 

known point is the origin and the unknown point lies in one of the four 

quadrants. The unknown point is north Y and east X of the known point in 

the figure below. 

  NW    NE 

             X   

           Y 

        

  

  SW    SE 

       

Bearing grid showing four quadrants 
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Vector of Closure and Precision 

If all measurements were perfect when you add up the X’s and Y’s for a 

closed traverse they would each sum to 0 for perfect closure. Unfortunately 

even with the best equipment and practices this is impossible and so you will 

need to calculate the error of closure in the X (east or departure) and Y (north 

or latitude) directions. The error of closure is computed as: 

CX = X ............................................................................................... 5.12 

CY = Y ............................................................................................... 5.13 

Where:   

CX = total closure distance of X 

CY = total closure distance of Y  

The vector of closure (or error of linear closure) is determined using 

Pythagorean’s Theorem. Vector of Closure = [(CX)2 + (CY)2]1/2 5.14 

 

The precision of your traverse can then be determined by dividing the vector 

of closure by the total perimeter of the traverse. This number will be small 

and should be converted to a fraction of 1/Precision, where Precision is a 

whole number (just use the 1/x button on your calculator).You should round 

Precision to the nearest 10 or probably 100.In other words, Precision reads 

something like “one in sixteen hundred” which interpreted means that for 

every 1600 units (i.e. feet, inches, or miles) you traverse, you will have 1 unit 

of error. As a further example, if the vector of closure is 0.07 feet and the 

perimeter distance is 573 feet, the degree of accuracy would be 1/8180 or 

perhaps better 1/8100 feet. You want to round down because to round up 

would be to report more accuracy than you actually attained. 

Compass Rule Adjustment 

The Compass Rule Adjustment is used in survey computations to distribute 

the error of closure proportionately between the different legs of the traverse. 

If done correctly the traverse will close precisely to the point of origin. 

The correction to each traverse leg is determined by the ratio of the distance 

between the two points and the total perimeter as given in the following: 

AdjABx = CX * 
P

AB
 .............................................................................. 5.15 

AdjABY = CY * 
P

AB
 ............................................................................. 5.16 

Where: 

AdjABx= amount of adjustment for length AB in the X direction 

AdjABY= amount of adjustment for length AB in the Y direction 

AB = length between points A and B 

P = total distance around the perimeter of the traverse 
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Computing the Area 

When the coordinates of a traverse are known, the area can be calculated 

directly. The simplest method for computing the areas is the Area Coordinate 

method. This is done by arranging the coordinates in a clockwise direction as 

shown below. Cross multiplication of each (x, y) pair is performed and the 

result placed to the left or right side as indicated. The left and right columns 

are summed and the absolute value of the difference between 1 and 2 

divided by two is the area of the polygon. 

 

    X1  Y1 

    Y1* X2 X2 Y2  X1 * Y2 

   Y2 * X3  X3 Y3  X2* Y3  

   Y3* X4 X4 Y4  X3* Y4 

   Y4 * X1  X1 Y1 X4* Y1  

 1 =  2 = 

Area = |1 - 2| / 2 .................................................................................. 5.17 

Where: 

1= sum of values in the left column 

2= sum of values in the right column 

  (X1,Y1) 

 

 (X4,Y4)  Area   (X2,Y2) 

 

  (X3,Y3) 

Area Computation 

For bookkeeping purposes the first point is repeated at the bottom of the 

column. If the coordinates are listed counter-clockwise the result will be 

negative but the magnitude will represent the correct area. 

The textbook shows this method horizontally. Both accomplish the same goal 

and actually do the same thing; they are just set up differently. 

Area Program 

This program calculates the area of a closed figure from measured data. Press 

the MENU key and P↓ [F4] to get to the PROGRAMS [F1] option. Press P↓ 

[F4] to get to the AREA [F1] option. We will use the MEASUREMENT 

option, therefore press YES [F2].We also will not be using the grid factor, so 

press DON’T USE [F2].Sight the prism on the first point and press the MEAS 

[F1] key, move the prism to the next point and re-sight on the prism and press 

the MEAS [F1] key again, continue sighting and measuring to all points. 

When 3 or more points are measured, the area surrounded by the points is 
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calculated and the result will be shown. Be sure you are in the units that you 

want. This can be changed by pushing the UNITS key and selecting those you 

want. 

 

Property Layout 

When you have found the point of beginning of the property, you can then set 

the corners of the closed traverse by using the described angles and distances 

in the deed description. Be mindful of property lines that are adjacent to your 

property, are there any property disputes? Why? 

If property lines are less than 100 feet it might be easier to set the angle with 

the Total Station and measure the distance with the tape. Using the tape 

allows one to adjust small distances much easier while keeping your line of 

sight. 

GIS Application 

By now you should have completed the labs “Introduction to GIS” and 

“Applications of GIS” and with this new information and skills you will now 

create a map layout of your closed traverse using ArcMap.  

After you have completed all of the above (correcting your coordinates, 

closing your traverse, etc.) you will input your corrected values for 

coordinates into an Excel spreadsheet. The first column should be the x-

coordinate (departure) and the second column should be the y-coordinate 

(latitude). Using the information and the skills you gained while covering the 

material in Module 5 of “Learning ArcGIS Desktop” you will input the data 

in ArcMap and create a layer with the points you surveyed during lab. 

Once you have created your point feature class containing your data, you will 

create a professional map layout by adding a basemap, adding other layers 

that you downloaded in the assignment on creating a GIS map, and inserting 

map elements (north arrow, scale, legend). While creating your map keep in 

mind the audience and who the map is being created for. A good map will 

include more than the minimum. 

 

Equipment: 

 Total Station and tripod 

 Prism and prism rod 

 Pins (make sure you have 11 before you start and after you go in) 

 ArcMap 

Location:  

Kimball Quad 

Procedure: 

1. Stake out an area on the Quad with five sides with tilted stakes. Tilting 

the stakes allow the tip of the rod be directly at the desired point, which is 
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the intersection of the pin and the ground. When the Total Station is 

placed over that point, laser plummet onto the same pin-ground 

intersection. Each side of the traverse should be greater than 100 feet 

long. 

2. Start your traverse on one corner of the area you just staked out and 

orient your total station to north.  

Note: If you need instructions on how to orient to north look at the 

instructions at the end of this lab. 

3. Find the true azimuth angle to your first leg. Follow the same procedures 

of inverting and repeating as outlined in Lab 4. Because this azimuth 

angle will affect the rest of your traverse you should do at least a 1D 

measurement. 

4. Each person will set up and run the instrument for at least one point of the 

traverse. Measure the horizontal angle and distance between the two 

adjacent points. Make sure you measure the HD, not SD, because you 

cannot assume the ground is level. 

Note: You will set up over each point of the traverse. 

5. Each horizontal angle should be measured using one set, inverting and 

repeating (as described in Lab 4) each measurement. Measure the angle 

by turning between the pins, not the prisms, to avoid excessive error. 

Record the average of the angles (Hm).Each person should measure at 

least one angle set. 

6. Determine the horizontal distances at least once for each direction. If 

measured more than once, average those values measured for each leg of 

the traverse to get the actual measurement. 

7. Use the Area program on the Total Station to determine the area of the 

traverse. Remember the Total Station needs to be in a position to see all 

the vertices of the polygon, but not be on them. This can be either inside 

or outside the polygon or along one of the sides of the polygon. 

8. Balance the angles as outlined in the lab. For this lab, if the sum of the 

interior angles is off by more than 1, go back and re-survey. 

9. Use the balanced angles to find bearings for each segment of the traverse. 

Going clockwise, use bearings and the horizontal distances to calculate X 

and Y coordinates for each point. You will calculate the bearing to the 

first leg from the true azimuth reading from Step 2 and then go around the 

traverse from there to find the other bearings. 

10. Using your new data for point number one, calculate the closure error, 

and compute the precision of your survey. 

11. Using the Compass Rule Adjustment, adjust the coordinates for each 

point. You will use the coordinates assigned to the first point of your 

traverse. See the map for point locations and coordinate values. 

12. Calculate the area within the closed traverse.  
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13. Plot your traverse and create a professional map layout in ArcMap and 

turn in as part of your lab. Include labels for leg lengths and angle 

measurements. Remember these points are in the State Plane Utah Central 

projection. 

14. Write a property description using adjusted bearings and segment lengths. 

Field Book: 

1. Each person will do their own calculations using the group data. 

2. Record the field notes for each set-up point. 

3. Compute and show the error and the precision. 

4. Show the balanced angles and each bearing. 

5. Record the coordinates for each point. Show sample calculations. 

6. Show calculations for the vector of closure and adjusting the coordinates 

by the Compass Rule Adjustment. 

7. Sketch the area traversed and calculate the area. 

8. Compare the area traversed by hand calculations, area given by the Total 

Station, and the area given by ArcMap. 

9. Include a hand drawn sketch of your traverse in the field notebook and 

your printed ArcMap layout.
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8 Location by Resection/Collecting Topographic 
Data 

Objectives:  

1. To learn how to resection. 

2. To determine the three-dimensional position (X, Y, and Z coordinates) of 

desired points by measuring angles and distances radially from known 

points of a control traverse. 

Overview: 

Location by Resection 

This lab will use a radial survey to locate several points to generate a 

topographic map of a region. Before you begin collecting data you must 

determine your set-up location. One way to quickly determine the coordinates 

of your set-up point is to do a resection. This is done using two known points. 

In the diagram below, the known points are A & B and the coordinates of C 

need to be determined. The Law of Sines and the Pythagorean Theorem are 

used to determine C as outlined below. 

 

Location by resection 

 

N N 
N 

B 

C 

A 

α 

β 

χ 

 

 

γ 

γ 
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Law of Sines 

AB

Sin

AC

Sin

BC

Sin 
  ........................................................................ 7.1 

Where: 

BC = horizontal distance from B to C 

AB = horizontal distance from A to B 

AC = horizontal distance from A to C 

Pythagorean Theorem 

AB = [(XA - XB)2 + (YA - YB)2]1/2 ............................................................ 7.2 
 

Where: 

AB = horizontal distance from A to B 

XA = X coordinate of A, etc. 

   

Resectioning Procedure 

1.  Set up on point C. 

2.  Calculate the horizontal distance between the two known points, A and B, 

using the Pythagorean Theorem. 

3.  Using the coordinates of A and B, calculate. 

4.  Calculate the horizontal distance AC and BC after measuring each slope 

distance and zenith angle. 

5.  Measure the horizontal angle,. 

6.  Using the Law of Sines, calculate the interior angles,  and . 

7.  Calculate  using the equation,  (see figure on previous page). 

8.  Turn the angle  from line AC and set your horizontal angle to 00’0’’. 

9.  Calculate the X, Y and Z coordinates of point C as done in Lab 5 

Note: and  could be greater than 90 degrees. If they are, then using Law of 

Sines will give an incorrect angle (less than 90) that has an equivalent 

sine value. To determine the actual value, subtract the calculated values 

from 180. 

Collecting Topographic Data 

With your instrument set to zero on north, you are ready to begin collecting 

topographic data to compile your map. For each point, record the azimuth 

angle (HR), the zenith angle (V), and the slope distance (SD).When the 

direction and length of a line are known, X (departure), Y (latitude), and 

Z from one end of the line to the other can easily be calculated. This will 

give you a location and elevation in relation to your set-up point. 

Physical and topographic points such as changes in slope, elevations of high 

points, valleys, and depressions should be included in the radial survey. The 

horizontal and vertical distances are then calculated and used to determine the 

X, Y, and Z coordinates of all new points. 

Equipment: 

 Total Station and tripod 
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 Prism and prism rod 

Location: 

Survey Hill 

In order to compute the coordinates of your set-up location you will need to 

use the coordinates of two of the following three reference points (which are 

based on the State Plane NAD 1983 US Feet Utah Central coordinates). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benchmark N (Latitude, ft) E (Departure, ft) Z (Elevation, ft) 

301 7,258,558.841 1,599,247.278 4585.000 

302 7,258,319.522 1,599,215.867 4570.242 

203 7,258,369.686 1,599,533.038 4560.597 
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Procedure:  

1. Locate your set-up point by resection as outlined at the beginning of the 

lab. 

2. Sight to North and set the horizontal angle to 00’0” so that the 

measurement to each point will reflect the azimuth. 

3. Record the azimuth angle (HR), zenith angle (V), and slope distance (SD) 

for each point. Because the Total Station will also compute horizontal 

distance (HD) and vertical distance (VD) you may also wish to record this 

and/or the coordinates directly, but either way you will be required to use 

a spreadsheet to compute coordinates from the slope distance, azimuth, 

and zenith angles. 

4. Each person in the group will operate the Total Station for at least 25 

points. 

5. The area that needs to be mapped goes from the sidewalk in front of the 

Clyde to the Northern edge of the parking lot on the South, and the street 

on the West and the edge of the drive way on the East. You may want to 

make notes about certain key points so that when triangulating in ArcMap 

you can accurately represent the surface features (ask your TA or 

instructor what this means if you are uncertain). 

 

Note: The first thing your group should do is collect points all around the 

perimeter of survey hill. 

 

6. Re-sight on your AC line and double check that it is still θ away from 

your North. If not, your Total Station has been moved and your map will 

be less accurate. If you have time, redo the shots using the correct north, 

not the “bumped-to” north. 

 

Field Book: 

1. Record all measured field data for the resection. 

2. Record the field data for the 25 points that you personally collected. 

3. Show the calculations for obtaining the X, Y, and Z coordinates of your 

set-up point. 

4. Include your excel data sheet along with sample calculations in your field 

book. 
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9 Topographic Map Compilation 

Objectives:  

1. Compile data in a computer program to generate a topographic map. 

2. To combine optical field survey data with GPS data to create a map. 
 

Overview:  

  Generating a Topographic Map 

Using a spreadsheet is the easiest way to do most of the calculations 

necessary. The following equations can be used to convert your 

measurements into X (departures), Y (latitudes), and Z, which can be 

added to the location and elevation of the set-up point. 

X = sin (AZ) * HD ................................................................................ 7.3 

Y = cos (AZ) * HD................................................................................ 7.4 

Z = cos (Z) * SD ................................................................................... 7.5 

 

Where: 

AZ = azimuth angle (HR) 

Z = zenith angle (V) 

HD = horizontal distance (the equation for HD is in Lab 2) 

SD = slope distance 

When you have a file with X, Y, and Z coordinates for each point, you are 

ready to use ArcMap to create contours for your topographic map. 

NOTE: Excel uses radians when calculating angles. 

Equipment:  

 25 data points from each lab partner 

 Computer (Excel, ArcMap) 

 

Location: CAEDMLab 
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Procedure: 

Creating a TIN for Contouring 

You will be using ArcMap in the CAEDM lab for creating a contour map of 

your surveyed data. You will need to be able to log on to the system. If you 

have problems or questions about how to do this, please see your TA.  

11. After calculating the X (Departure), Y (Latitude), and Z(Elevation) for all of your 

points in Excel:  

h. Check to make sure that the elevations seem within a reasonable 

range, between approximately 4550 and 4600 ft. If you have 

elevations that seem to be outliers, check your calculations to make 

sure that they were done correctly. If the calculations are correct, then 

the problem probably rests in incorrect transcription of the data either 

from the total station to the field book or from the field book to the 

computer. 

i. Copy the X, Y, and Z columns into a new Excel file with headers for 

your columns. 

j. Save it as a normal Excel spreadsheet (*.xlsx) file. 

k. Save the file in a location that is easily accessible. 

12. Open ArcMap: 

l. Start > CE En Local Programs > ArcGIS > ArcMap 

13. Import Points 

m. Follow the same process you have learned in the previous labs in 

adding the data to ArcMap. Here is a quick reminder how: 

i. Open the catalog tab on the right and browse for your 

spreadsheet. 

ii. Drag the sheet containing the coordinates for your topo points. 

iii. Right-click on the data in the explorer window (on the left) 

and click ‘Show XY Data.’ 

iv. Set the correct fields with the correct values for northing (y), 

easting (x), and elevation (z). 

v. Make sure to set the coordinate system to State Plane > NAD 

1983 US Feet > Utah Central 

vi. When finished click OK to import. 
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vii. Finally, in order for ArcMap to work with your data you will 

need to export your data to a shapefile. You do this by right-

clicking on the data set and clicking ‘export data.’  

14. Create a TIN 

n. You will be using extensions in ArcMap called 3D analyst and Spatial 

Analyst but they must be activated. Do this by the following: 

i. On the Menu bar (File, Edit, etc.) click the ‘Customize’ menu 

> click Extensions and check the box next to 3D analyst. 

o. Next open ArcToolbox. If it does not appear as a tab on the right, or is 

not floating click the (      ) button to activate it. 

p. Now expand the 3D analyst tools, and under here expand the TIN 

Management. Double-click on the tool called ‘Create TIN.’ 

q. A dialog box will pop-up and under ‘Output TIN’ you will click the 

browse button to pick the location to save the file. 

r. Make sure to define the coordinate system as outlined above. 

s. Next, click the drop down arrow under ‘Input Feature Class’ and pick 

the shapefile containing your topo points. 

t. Make sure the correct field (i.e. elevation, height) is listed under 

‘height_field.’ For now, don’t worry about the SF-type or tag_field. 

u. Now click OK. This will create a something similar to filled contour 

lines. 

15. Add TIN edges 

v. Under 3D Analyst Tools expand Conversion > From TIN and use the 

‘TIN Edge’ tool. 

w. Input TIN:  Click the browse button and search for the TIN file you 

just created. 

x. Output Feature Class: Browse to the location and name the file to be 

saved. 

y. Click OK. This will show how ArcMap triangulated the elevations for 

the contour map. 

16. Create map layout (in total you will have 3 data frames) 

z. When creating your ArcMap include two maps to show the data and 

how you analyzed it.  
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i. A map that shows the topo points and the TIN Edge feature 

lines. 

ii. A map showing the TIN contours. You will need to create 

another data frame and copy the data to it. 

aa. The third map will be an inset map.  

bb. Remember to include a north arrow, scale, title, legend, and your 

name. 

17. Submit your map in section’s homework folder (outside the Civil Engineering office). 

Field Book: 

1. Compile the data and generate and print a final topographic map in 

ArcMap. Be sure to format your map layout with a north arrow, scale, 

your name, title, and legend. 
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10 Horizontal and Vertical Curve Design 

Objectives:  

1. Become familiar with the geometry of horizontal and vertical curves. 

2. Design one curve that includes a horizontal and vertical curve. 

Horizontal Curve: 
There are numerous construction applications for horizontal curves. A curve 

gives a smooth transition from one line of direction to another. The most 

common applications are roads, railroads, sidewalks, water channels, and 

curb returns for drainage purposes. 

The radius is the most important parameter of a curve. It defines how sharp 

or flat the curve is. The tangent into and out of a curve is perpendicular to the 

radius. The central angle determines the length of the curve. The chord is a 

straight line between the two ends of a curve. The central angle is equal to the 

deflection angle formed by the intersection of the two tangents (prove this to 

yourself if you haven’t already). 

The five variables highlighted above are all mathematically related. When 

two of these five variables are known, the other three can be calculated using 

geometry and trigonometry. Once a curve is defined by the radius and central 

angle, any point on the curve can be located. Its relationship with all of the 

other points on the curve and its location can be calculated. Some of the 

points that are important in describing a curve are the point of curvature 

(PC) (also called the beginning of curve or BC), the point of tangency (PT) 

(also called the end of curve or EC), and the point of intersection of the two 

tangents (PI) (See the Figure below).If an angle is described at PI, it is the 

deflection angle of the intersection of the two tangents and is equal to I (or Δ). 

All data for a horizontal curve can be calculated from this basic curve 

information, including the area enclosed or excluded by the curve. This 

means that from any point on the curve or tangent, the location of equidistant 

points along the curve (i.e., every 50 or 100 feet for example), or any other 

point on the curve can be computed by determining a distance and a 

deflection angle. 

If the coordinates of the basic curve elements are known, the position of every 

point is fixed within the coordinate system. This fact makes curve layout 

easier because the curve can be laid out from any point within the coordinate 

system and not just from points on the curve or tangent. 

For more information, see Chapter 10 (page 343) in your textbook. 
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T

PI

R L

LC

I

E

M I

PC

PT

 

Horizontal curve definitions 

Where: 

I or Δ=Intersection or Central Angle 

R = Radius of the curve 

T = Tangent 

L = Curve Length 

LC = Long Chord 

E = External distance 

M = Mid-Ordinate 

I (sometimes defined as Δ), R, T, L, and LC are the five basic variables, of 

which two must be known (usually these are I and R). 

Degree of Curve 

The degree of curve (D), which can be related to the radius (R), is used by 

many highway agencies to define the sharpness of a curve, especially on 

curves with large radii. Highway design usually employs the arc definition of 

the degree of curve. Railroad design often uses the chord definition of the 

degree of curve. 

 

L = 100.00'

RR
Da

LC

  

L

RR
.5Dc .5Dc

LC = 100.00'

Dc

 

Arc definition:    Chord definition: 
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Central angle subtended by a Central angle subtended by a  

100.00 ft. arc    100.00 ft. chord. 

L = 100.00 ft.     L = 100.ft. 

L.C. = 99. ft.     LC = 100.00 ft. 

 

𝐷

360
=

100

2 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑅
⇒ 𝐷 =

5729.58 𝑓𝑡

𝑅
 

Formulas  

The following formulas assume that I (or Δ) and R are known: 

Tangent distance = T 

a. From trig.:tan (
𝐼

2
) =

𝑇

𝑅
 

Curve Length = L 

a. From geometry: 
𝐿

𝐼
=

2∗𝜋∗𝑅

360°
  

b. From geometry and degree of curve definition: 
𝐿

𝐼
=

100

𝐷
 

Chord Length = LC 

a. From trig: sin (
𝐼

2
) =

LC

2∗R
 

External Distance = E 

a. From trig:cos (
𝐼

2
) =

𝑅

𝐸+𝑅
 

Mid Distance = M 

a. From trig: 𝐴 =  𝑅 ∗  𝑐𝑜𝑠(
𝐼

2
) 

b. From geometry: 𝑀 =  𝑅 −  𝐴 

Deflection Angles =  

a. T = 
𝐼𝑥

2
 

b. 100 = 
𝐷

2
 

Central Angles = IX 

a. 𝐼𝑋 =
360∗LX

2∗π∗R
=

LX∗D

100
 

Sub Chords = LCX& SCX 

a. 𝐿𝐶𝑋 = 2 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ sin (
IX

2
) 

b. 𝑆𝐶𝑋 = 2 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ sin (
IX−IX−1

2
) 
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Laying Out a Curve 

1. Curves are staked out using deflection angles and sub-chords 

2. Stations for a curve are measured along the arc of the curve. 

3. Measured values in curve staking: 

𝑋  =  
𝐼𝑋

2
 

𝐿𝐶𝑥 =  2 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝐼𝑋/2) 

 

Laying out a horizontal curve 

 

 

 

Moving Up on a Curve 

1. To move up on a curve and retain the original field notes, occupy any 

station and back sight to any other station with the angle set to the total 

deflections of the stations sighted. 

2. Make sure the deflections are on the correct side of 0. 

3. Continue to deflect angles as per the notes. 

  

Short Chords  
 

Long Chords 

Tangent PC PI 

PT 

tangent 

R 

I 1 

I 3 

I 2 

I  

δ 1 
δ 2 

δ 3 

δ  

I  
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PC (Original Total Station Location) 

 

 

 

Case 1 

For sight on BC: 

 Back sight uses 0    

 Deflection = 1100’   

 

Case 2 

For sight on B: 

 Back sight uses 500’ 

 Deflection=5+6=1100’ 

 

Moving up on the curve 

Example curve problem 

Given: back tangent bearing to PI = N 4533’ E 

Forward tangent bearing from PI = N 8752’ E 

PI station = 45 + 15.73 

D = 8 maximum 

Find: deflection angles and chord distances to all 100’ stations. 

Solution: 

= 8752’ - 4533’ = 4219’ 

R = 5729.58 ft/D = 5729.58 ft / 8 = 716.20’ 

T = R * tan (I/2) = 716.20 tan ( 2109.5’) = 277.20’ 

L = 
2∗∗𝑅∗𝐼

360
 = 

2∗∗716.20∗42.31667

360
 = 528.96’ 

Station of PC = station PI - T = 42 + 38.53 

Station of PT = station PC + L = 47 + 67.49 

IX = 
360 ∗ 𝐿𝑋

2 ∗  ∗ 𝑅
 = 

360∗𝐿𝑋

2 ∗  ∗ 716.20
 = .07999 LX 

X= (IX /2) 

(Example Continued) 

Theodolite 

moved to C 

BUSH 

A 200’ 
500’ 

B     800’ 
1100’ 

C 

D 

5 

 6 

 

11 
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Station Point Lx Ix Deflection 

from 

Tangent,  x

Short Chord 

Distance 

Long Chord 

Distance 

42+38.53 PC 0 0 0 0 0 

43+00  61.47 455’ 227.5’ 61.44 61.44 

44+00  161.47 1255’ 627.5’ 99.92 161.12 

45+00  261.47 2055’ 1027.5’ 99.92 260.01 

46+00  361.47 2855’ 1427.5’ 99.92 357.64 

47+00  461.47 3655’ 1827.5’ 99.92 453.52 

47+67.49 PT 528.96 4219’ 2109.5’ 67.48 517.02 

 

Equipment: 

 Calculator 

 Microsoft Excel 

 ArcMap 

Location: 

Computer Lab 270 FB 

Procedure: 

Things needed before you begin: 

1. Your digital terrain topographic map created for the survey hill. 

2. X-Y coordinate for your team’s PC/PVC. 

3. The Azimuth of the forward tangent for the horizontal curve 

4. Given curve parameters: 

a. Length = 300 feet 

b. Deflection angle, I = 37o 

c. Roadway top width = 20 feet 

d. Find offset elevations at 25 feet on either side of roadway 

centerline to determine cross sectional areas. 

 

Instructions to complete this lab: 

1. Using the horizontal curve spreadsheet template design the horizontal 

curve 

a. Using the Excel spreadsheet provided by the TA, determine R, T, 

and Lc (D is optional) 

b. Using the equations from the horizontal curve section above, fill 

in the table to solve for Lx, Ix, I/2x, Azx, short chord, long chord, 
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and x-y coordinates for each 50 feet station on the curve (where x 

represents the intermediate stations or distance from PC) 

c. Save the table from the current sheet to a separate sheet that can 

be used to import into ArcMap (meaning Northing and Easting 

are located in the top row of the spreadsheet).  

i. Adding headers will help you identify what the numbers mean 

(i.e. Northing, Easting) 

2. Open your centerline curve coordinates in ArcMap like you have 

done for other points in the past.  Make sure to do the following. 

a. Set your layer properties to State Plane > NAD 1983 US Feet > 

Utah Central projection 

b. Using the ArcCatalog tab on the right, or the  ‘Add Data’ button,  

add the sheet with your centerline coordinates, the one with the 

headers 

c. Right click on the sheet in the table of contents window and click 

‘Display X-Y Data’ 

d. Double check to make sure the coordinates X goes with departure 

and Y goes with Latitude 

e. Also make sure the correct coordinate system is applied to the 

data 

f. Once the data has been added to ArcMap, right-click on the new 

layer (usually ends in .events) and export the data to a separate 

shapefile 

3. Search for and add your digital terrain topographic map (TIN) from 

the previous lab 

4. Make sure the 3D Analyst extension is turned on.  You do this by 

clicking on the ‘Customize’ menu, clicking on ‘Extensions…’ and 

checking the box next to ‘3D Analyst’ 

5. For the steps that follow, use the ‘Search’ tab on the right to search 

for any bolded commands that follow (i.e. Interpolate Shape, Add X-

Y coordinates, etc.)  

6. Search for the 3D Analyst command Interpolate Shape in order to 

interpolate the elevations from the topographic map to the centerline 

points 

7. Search for the command Add X-Y coordinates to add to the table of 

the centerline points that have the z values (this will add the z 

elevation to the table as well). 

8. In ArcCatalog tab, right-click on the folder you are saving your data 

and create a new line shapefile and add it to your map 

9. Right-click on your new line shapefile in the table of contents window 

and click ‘Edit Features’ to start editing. 

10. Using the editor toolbar create an arc through the centerline (first 

click on the PC, then PT, then double-click the point in the center of 

the curve). 

a. If you don’t remember how to edit a shapefile see Appendix H if 

you need a refresher. 

11. Search for the Buffer command to buffer the centerline at 25 feet.  

Make the ends option FLAT instead of ROUND. 
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12. Using the ArcCatalog tab on the right, right-click on the folder you’re 

saving your data and create a new point shapefile.  

13. Using the buffer as a guideline to create a set of points that have a 25 

feet offset of either side of the centerline at each station.   

a. It will be most convenient to create the left offset from station 0 to 

the end and then the right offset from station 0 to the other end.  

The key is that you will need to remember the order later in order 

to use the data for defining the horizontal curve and roadway 

cross sections later. 

14. Once again search for Interpolate Shape to add the Z values to the 

offset points (same command as step 6) 

15. Again, search for and add the Add X-Y coordinates to the table (it 

will add elevations too). 

16. You will finish the rest of this assignment in the next lab so save your 

ArcMap document at this point. 

Field Book: 

1. Show in tabular form the deflection angles and chords for the specified 

stations by filling out the provided spreadsheet template. 

2. Plot the curve in ArcMap, including the location of each station and the 

PI.  

3. Print off the following to turn in with you field book: 

a. Results from template spreadsheet for horizontal curve. 

b. ArcMap layout of you horizontal curve with the buffer. 
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11 Horizontal and Vertical Curve Layout 

Objectives:  

1. Finish final calculations and curve design. 

2. Learn how to fit a curve to a specified location and topography. 

3. Layout curve centerline and offsets. 

Overview: 

 

Vertical Curves: 

 

Railroads, highways, and other routes require the elimination of abrupt 

changes in elevation. This is done through the use of a vertical curve. A 

vertical curve is a transition between the intersections of two grades of the 

same or different value. It is usually the arc of a parabola because of the ease 

in which elevations along the curve can be calculated. 

The total length, L, of a vertical curve is measured in the horizontal direction 

and not along the curve. The two grades are specified as G1 and G2 and are 

designated in the direction of the horizontal stationing. When the curve 

tangent rises in the direction of the stationing it is a positive grade and is 

negative when it falls. The point of intersection for the two grades is called 

the PVI. The starting or Beginning of the Vertical Curve is designated the 

PVC and the Ending of the Vertical Curve is the PVT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Definition of the parameters for a vertical curve 

Rules for Vertical Curves 

1. Distances along the curve are always measured in the horizontal plane. 

2. Tangent sections along each grade are equal unless designated otherwise. 

3. Measurements between the curve and the tangent are changes in 

elevation. 

Calculations for Vertical Curves 

 You are given, or you choose, as is the case for this lab, the tangent 

grades (G1 and G2), the elevation of the PVI, and r (allowable rate of 

change of grade per station). 

  L 

  PVI 

 

I 

PVC PVT 

 -G1 +G2 
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 You are to find the length of the curve (L) and the elevations at each 

station on the curve. 

 

PARABOLIC METHOD 

1. Calculate L and increase to a value that is divisible by 100 ft. 

2. Determine the PVC elevation. 

3. Calculate the elevation of each station on the curve using: 

y = a*x2 + b*x + c 

Where: 

 y = elevation of the curve at distance x from PVC 

 x = the horizontal distance from PVC 

 𝑎 =
𝑟

2
=

𝐺2−𝐺1

2∗𝐿
 

 L = length of the curve  

 b = G1 

 c = elevation of PVC 

Example-Parabolic Method 

Given: G1=-2% and G2=+1.6%; PVI elevation=743.24 ft.; r=0.50% per 

station, stations at each 100 feet. 

1. L= 
𝐺2−𝐺1

𝑟
 = 

1.6−(−2)

0.5
 = 7.2 stations (use 8 stations 800 ft). 

2. El. PVC = 743.24 + 400 (0.02) = 751.25 ft. 

3. y = a*x2 + b*x  + c (a=
0.036

2∗800
=0.0000225;  b= -0.02;  c=751.24) 

 

STATION 0+00 1+00 2+00 3+00 4+00 5+00 6+00 7+00 8+00 

X 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

Y 751.24 749.46 748.14 747.26 746.84 746.86 747.34 748.26 749.64 

 

 

How to calculate slope intercept points 

 

What is a slope intercept point? 

A slope intercept point is where the natural surface of the earth meets 

the slope of the embankment; most often occurs on roadway designs. 

 

Why is knowing the location of these points important? 

Knowing these points optimizes the use of soil; knowing how much 

to remove or fill in during roadway construction. 
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Roadway 

Roadway 

If you’re still having a hard time imaging what they are take a look at the 

figures below.  The points with arrows next to them are slope intercept points. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The above figures show what an actual surface would look like, a surface that 

is irregular.  Trying to solve an equation for these irregular surfaces is near 

impossible.  Therefore, to simplify your calculations we will be using three 

points from the actual surface; one point left of center, one point at center, 

and one point right of center.  The simplified roadway design might look 

something like the figure below.  Numbers in the figure will be used in an 

example. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

In the previous lab you should have used ArcMap to collect elevations for 

these three points and can therefore find the equation of those lines.  There 

are many ways to find the equations; the easiest method is to establish the 

center of the road as the datum (dashed line above), where x = 0; in other 

words the y axis.  When determining slope always do (right – left)/distance. 

 

Using the numbers above, the following is an example of how to determine 

the equation of those lines in the figure. 

 

Finding the left surface equation: 

 

𝑦 =
(𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡)

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑥 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 

 

𝑦 =
(1354.2 − 1356.8)

8
𝑥 + 1354.2 

 

𝑦 = −0.325𝑥 + 1354.2 
 

Finding the right surface equation: 

 

𝑦 =
(𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟)

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑥 + 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑡 

 

𝑦 =
(1354.9 − 1354.2)

8
𝑥 + 1354.2 

1356.8 

1354.2 

1354.9 
8 
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𝑦 = 0.088𝑥 + 1354.2 
 

In the previous lab you should have determined your roadway elevations that 

you will need to find the equations of the side slopes.  The figure below is the 

same cross section as above but represents the next step in calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The side slopes will share the same y-intercept (assuming they are equal 

distances away from the center), and this value is unknown.  So using the 

information above, we can solve for the intercept and determine the line 

equations.  The three things we need for the equations are the roadway 

elevation, distance from center, and slope; the values are 1358.3, 3, and 2:1 or 

0.5 respectively.  The equation differs depending on if you are solving for a 

y-intercept above or below the road.  You will need to use your intuition, but 

some guidelines are provided next to the equations below. 

1354.2 

1358.3 

? 

3 2:1 (or 0.5) 
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𝑦 = (𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡) + 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣,    (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑) 
 

𝑂𝑅 
 

 

𝑦 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣 − (𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡),   (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑) 

 

Finding the shared y-intercept: 

 

𝑦 = (0.5 ∗ 3) + 1358.3 
 

𝑦 = 1359.8 
 

Now that we have found the shared y-intercept we can determine the 

equations of the side slopes (embankments) on both left and right.  When 

creating these equations you must remember that positive slope increases left 

to right and negative slope decreases left to right.  In the example above the 

left embankment has a positive slope, and the right embankment has a 

negative slope.  The embankment equation solutions to this example are listed 

below. 

 

Left embankment equation: 

 

𝑦 = 0.5𝑥 + 1359.8 
 

Right embankment equation: 

 

𝑦 = −0.5𝑥 + 1359.8 
 

We have now solved for all of the equations we need to find the slope 

intercept points. 

 

Surface equations: Embankment equations: 

 

𝑦 = 0.088𝑥 + 1354.2 (right)  𝑦 = −0.5𝑥 + 1359.8 (right) 

 

𝑦 = −0.325𝑥 + 1354.2 (left) 𝑦 = 0.5𝑥 + 1359.8 (left) 

 

Setting the equations equal to each other we can solve for the distances away 

from the center, left and right.  Once we solve for the distance (x) then we can 

plug that back into one of the equations used and solve for the elevation of 

that point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right intercept point: 

 

0.088𝑥𝑅 + 1354.2 = −0.5𝑥𝑅 + 1359.8 
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. 588𝑥𝑅 = 5.6 
 

𝑥𝑅 = 9.524 
 

𝑦𝑅 = 0.088(9.524) + 1354.2 
 

𝑦𝑅 = 1355.0 
 

Left intercept point: 

 

−0.325𝑥𝐿 + 1354.2 = 0.5𝑥𝐿 + 1359.8 
 

−0.825𝑥𝐿 = 5.6 
 

𝑥𝐿 = −6.788 
 

𝑦𝐿 = −0.325(−6.788) + 1354.2 
 

𝑦𝐿 = 1356.4 
 

 

 

How to calculate area of a roadway cross section 

 

You may not know it, but you know how to calculate the area of a cross 

section.  Think back to the lab where you made a pentagon in Kimball Quad.  

You used a method called the Coordinate Method to determine the area of the 

pentagon on the surface of the earth; this same method can be used to 

determine the area of a cross section.  Since you should already know how to 

do it, no effort will be placed in re-teaching the method.  However, an 

example of this method will be shown using the previous cross section and 

solutions.   

 

The first thing to do is determine the coordinates of the cross section and the 

figure below summarizes the cross section’s coordinates (x, y) and displays 

their relative positions.  Remember, when using this method you must list 

points in order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(-6.788, 1356.4) 

(0, 1354.2) 

(9.524, 1355.0) 

(3, 1358.3) (-3, 1358.3) 
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Coordinate Method calculations: 

 

0 ∗ 1355 =  0  1354.2 ∗ 9.524 = 12897.4 
 

9.524 ∗ 1358.3 = 12936.4  1355 ∗ 3 = 4065 
 

3 ∗ 1358.3 = 4074.9  1358.3 ∗ −3 = −4074.9 
 

−3 ∗ 1356.4 = −4069.2  1358.3 ∗ −6.788 = −9220.1 
 

−6.788 ∗ 1354.2 = −9192.3  1356.4 ∗ 0 = 0 
 

𝑆𝑢𝑚 =  3749.8  𝑆𝑢𝑚 = 3667.4 

 
3749.8 − 3667.4

2
= 41.2 (𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) 

 

 

 

How to calculate volume of cut or fill 

 

Up to this point we have only discussed calculations for one roadway cross 

section, but this next section on volume involves multiple cross sections.  

This means that before this point you must calculate the slope-intercept points 

for the other cross sections, as well as calculating their areas.  If 𝑛 is the 

number of roadway stations you have, you will have 𝑛 − 1 number of road 

segments, and  𝑛 − 2 number of cross sections.  Ask your TA if you are 

confused by the meaning of station, cross section, or segment. 

 

We have the area from the previous calculations and let’s assume that work 

was done to calculate the areas of 5 other cross sections; let the order of these 

areas be 38.5, 43.6, 40.1, 41.2, 39.2, and 42.4.  This means that we have 6 

cross sections, and therefore 7 segments.  Finally let the distance between 

stations be equal to 15.  Now we can calculate some volumes. 

 

Discussions in the book on volume indicate there are two separate volume 

calculations; one calculation is for end segments, and the other is for middle 

segments.  Calculations for end segments are different because the first and 

last cross sections have zero area.  Meaning we need an equation that 

estimates the volume accurately.  If you are feeling confused about the 

difference between end and middle segment volumes think about the figure 

shown below, which represents a side-view of a roadway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Middle segments 

End segments 
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The equation to use for end segment volumes is below. 

 

𝑉 =
1

3
∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ   

 

Calculations for first and last segments: 

 

𝑉 =
1

3
∗ 38.5 ∗ 15 = 192.5 (𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) 

 

𝑉 =
1

3
∗ 42.4 ∗ 15 = 212 (𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡) 

 

The equation to use for middle segments is shown below. 

 

𝑉 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑑

2
∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 

 

Calculation for the second segment: 

 

𝑉 =
43.6 + 38.5

2
∗ 15 = 615.8  (𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) 

 

Using this same equation we repeat these calculations until we have all 7 

volumes, with volumes of 192.5, 615.8, 627.8, 609.8, 603, 612, and 212.  

Sum these together to find the total volume, in this case 3472.9.  You can 

compare the answer from this method to the solution from ArcMap to double 

check your results. 

 

Equipment: 

 Total Station 

 Tripod 

 Prism Rod 

 Sprinkler flags 

Location: 

Computer Lab and Survey Hill  

Procedure: 

1. Finish designing your vertical curve by calculating the slope intercept points 

2. Design your vertical curve using the vertical curve design template 

spreadsheet 

a. Open the vertical curve template sent to you by your TA. 

b. Open the .dbf file in Excel for the curve centerline and copy the 

elevations into the template.  To do this, open Excel and click 

File>Open.  Make sure to change the file type to all files.  Navigate 

to the folder you’ve been saving you data and locate the correct .dbf 

file associated with elevations you are copying.  Close without 

saving. 
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c. Similarly, open the .dbf file in Excel for the offset elevations and 

copy the ground elevations for the left and right offsets into the 

template.  Close without saving. 

d. Calculate 𝑔1 =
(𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑃𝑉𝑇−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑃𝑉𝐶)

(𝐿/2)
 where L = 300 feet in this case, 

𝑔2 =  0. 

e. Compute the curve elevations at each 50 foot station. 

f. Using the equation for a vertical curve (y=ax^2+bx+c), plot your 

roadway elevations in the centerline section of the template using 

the existing PVC and PVT elevations. 

g. Using the coordinate method calculate the area at each cross section 

in your vertical curve template spreadsheet 

h. Using the mid and end segment volume methods, calculate the 

volume of the cut/fill for your roadway 

3. For stations 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 compute the roadway cross section 

information (see the discussion above for help): 

a. Using the example shown above, use the computed roadway 

elevation at each station and the three ground elevations to compute 

the slope intercept points and then cross sectional areas. 

i. Draw a picture of each cross-section to help you do your 

calculations.  A picture will be very helpful.  Remember this 

is exactly like having two lines and finding their intercept 

points. 

b. Estimate the volume of soil cut for the roadway using the average 

end area formula 

4. Using your mad ArcMap skills, create a digital terrain model of the roadway 

surface and find the volume of cut by doing the following: 

a. Buffer the centerline from before again, but this time at 10 feet (half 

the width of the road). 

b. Create a new point shapefile, by right-clicking in the catalog 

window on the folder you’ve been saving stuff in, and create points 

along the left and right side of the roadway offset from the centerline 

points.  Meaning create points along the 10 foot buffer just like you 

did before with the 25 foot buffer.  

c. It is recommended you also create points in the same shapefile that 

coincide with the centerline, but it is not necessary unless you’re 

really bad at placing the offset points. 

d. Stop Editing and save edits at this point. 

e. Using your roadway elevations from your vertical curve template, 

assign the elevations computed from the vertical curve calculations 

for each station.   

i. First, you will need to add a field called ‘Elevation’ to your 

table.  Start by right-clicking on the shapefile you were just 

editing and open the attribute table.  Next, click the top-left 

button called ‘Table Options’ and click ‘Add Field…’  If 

this does not appear you are still editing and need to stop and 

save.   

ii. In Name type ‘Elevation’ 

iii. For type change it to ‘Double’ 

iv. Now to add the values.  
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v. Start editing the shapefile by right-clicking on it in the table 

of contents window, open the attribute table, select the 

points one at a time, by clicking on the gray box on the left 

so they are highlighted in the table and map, and input the 

elevations from your spreadsheet. 

f. In the same shapefile create points for the left and right intercept 

points (estimate their locations based on your calculations at each 

section.  i.e. my point is 20 ft away. I have a 10 foot buffer and a 25 

foot buffer, so it must be 2/3 the distance between the two buffers).  

These points should lie somewhere between the edge of the road (10 

foot buffer) and the points created previously at 25 foot offset.   

g. Open the attribute table and assign the computed slope intercept 

elevations to these points you just created. 

h. Search for the ‘Create TIN’ command and create a new Roadway 

TIN using the points shapefile you’ve been editing and adding to 

i. Search for and use the ‘Delineate TIN Area’ command (in 3D 

Analyst) with a max edge length of 75 feet on the boundary to 

eliminate the boundary edges that are not within the design area of 

your roadway. 

j. Search for and use the ‘Surface Difference’ command (found in the 

Terrain and TIN Surface folder of 3D Analyst) to calculate the 

volume between the roadway and the original TIN surface.  The 

reference surface corresponds to the topographic TIN created in Lab 

9.  The input surface is the roadway surface. 

5. Create a layout that tells the story of your designed roadway. 

6. Save your work 

Field Book: 

1. Have slope intercept notes for at least eight points 

2. Sketch a map of what road you staked out today.  Make sure to show the 

location of the center line of the road (top view)  

3. Show the vertical profile of the centerline using: the existing ground 

elevations, the grade lines, and the elevations of the vertical curve (from the 

vertical curve template) 

4. Show sample calculations for the curve. 

5. Be sure to include an ArcMap layout showing your roadway TIN on top of 

the surface TIN and the cut/fill results 
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12 Curve Layout & Global Positioning Systems 

Objectives:  

1. Understand the principles of laying out a horizontal and vertical curve. 

2. Understand the basics of GPS technology. 

3. Learn basic operation of GPS receivers for data capture. 

4. Understand how to differentially correct data.  

Overview: 

Curve Layout 

 There are a few different methods to laying out a curve. The first method is 

to set up on the Point of Curvature (PC), use the deflection angles from the 

Tangent, and measure the Long Chord distances to each station along the 

curve. However, this assumes that you have a direct line of sight from the PC 

to each station until the PT. 

What if you didn’t have a direct line of sight from you PC, what then? If you 

can measure to your first station then you can perform the other method of 

traveling from station to station. Simply, one begins by measuring and staking 

the first station. Then the total station is moved to the station that was just 

staked, a reference measurement is taken back to the PC, and then the next 

station is staked following the same process. This is repeated until the PT has 

been staked. 

In this case, our conditions allow us to follow the easier method of only 

measuring from the PC and using the Long Chords and deflection angles. 

You will use this method to stake out the curve you designed during the last 

two labs. 

Global Positioning Systems 

Global Positioning Systems (GPS) have become the standard for many 

aspects of surveying, including benchmark location, establishing control, and 

mapping. The most affordable GPS units available are mapping grade and can 

easily capture data accurate enough for maps (1-2 meters). In order to get to 

sub-centimeter accuracy, more sophisticated (and therefore expensive) 

equipment is required. However, whether you are using survey or mapping 

grade equipment, the basic principles are the same. 

GPS is based on computing the distance from a position on the earth to a 

group of satellites in space. If at least four satellites can be located, then the 

position of the GPS receiver can be uniquely identified by trilateration as 

shown below. The more accurate GPS units require more satellites. 
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Positions uniquely identified through trilateration. 

Actually, three satellites in most cases will do, but the fourth is used to 

correct timing errors in the receiver’s clock. Since there is a constellation of 

32 satellites continuously orbiting the earth, GPS measurements may be taken 

almost any time of day. 

A limitation of GPS is that a view to the sky must be maintained in order to 

ensure that at least four satellites are available. This means that it is difficult 

to use GPS in metropolitan areas or when working near any large structure. 

Almanacs (downloaded from the satellites themselves) can be used with 

computer software to help plan the most optimal time of day to perform GPS 

work for a given area. 

Survey grade GPS systems consist of a receiver and a data collector, or 

controller. The receiver is used to communicate with the satellites, and the 

data collector is used to control the receiver as well as store data collected by 

the receiver. The GPS software on the controller allows for you to classify 

data points and assign attributes.  

Survey grade GPS data needs to be adjusted to compensate for variation in 

the signal as it comes through the atmosphere. This can either be done in real 

time, real time kinematic (RTK), or during post processing.  

Typical GPS data capture is accomplished with three steps 

1. Create a data acquisition plan. 

2. Collect the data. 

3. Post-process the data. 

Creating a Plan 

Making decisions about which data needs to be captured and any 

accompanying attributes is the most critical part of any GPS data capture 

project. You want to be sure that you capture all of the necessary features and 

attributes once, in order to avoid the need to return to the same location to 

collect more data. 
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After you make an initial assessment of the area to be mapped, you will create 

a data dictionary by creating codes which describe various types of data 

points or lines. The codes define the features and their attributes. For example 

you may specify that you want to capture sidewalks and light posts. Further, 

you decide that for the sidewalks you want to know how wide, and what 

condition they are in. For the light posts you might want to know a 

manufacturer. The width and condition are attributes of the feature sidewalk 

and the manufacturer is an attribute of the light post. By creating the data 

dictionary prior to data capture you have a “template” for each feature, and 

reduce the likelihood that data will be missed in the field. This can be done 

either directly on the data collector or on a computer and uploaded to the data 

collector. 

Data Capture 

Data capture is easy if you have first developed a good plan and data 

dictionary. Simply traverse the area being mapped; you are now literally a 

walking digitizer! (If you don’t know what a digitizer is, ask your TA or 

professor.) Because you have already defined what you want recorded for 

each feature with the data dictionary, the GPS receiver will prompt you for 

the necessary attributes of a feature as you are recording positions. 

If you are surveying using RTK, then you will need to connect to a base 

station while you are in the field. Some municipalities maintain their own 

base stations, but if one is not available it is possible to set-up a base station 

using a GPS receiver and a radio transmitter. The base station and the rover, 

the unit being used to gather data, then communicate to correct the signal the 

rover is receiving from the GPS satellites. The base station is able to do this 

because it is remaining stationary and can record the variations in the position 

it receives from the satellites.  

In some instances, you will wish to use a localized coordinate system rather 

than global latitudes and longitudes. One way to do this is to shoot control 

points for which you have local coordinate data for, and match the global and 

local points to orient the rest of your data. In some systems this is also known 

as a calibration.  

Post Processing 

Features recorded during the data capture step are saved in a file on the data 

collector. When you return from the field you will “upload” the file(s) to a 

computer for post processing. If RTK and a base station were not used in the 

field, post processing will include performing a differential correction to the 

data. In Provo, you will be using base station files from the Utah County Base 

Station. This process is very similar to RTK, except the correction data must 

be downloaded from internet. Note: The method of creating a plan (or data 

dictionary) is also wise practice for optical surveying. By making a checklist 

of what data needs to be gathered, the surveyor can “fill in the blanks” with 

all the necessary information while in the field the first time. 

Equipment: 

 Topcon GR-3 GPS Receiver 

 Topcon FC-200 or FC-250 Data Collector 

 Bring your own Flash Drive 

 Computer 
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Note: Print Appendix D and bring it to lab 

Data dictionary codes: 
“Tree”, Point 

“Height of Tree”, Menu 

“Tall” 

“Short”, Default 

“Medium” 

“Utilities”, Point 

“Type”, Menu 

“Manhole” 

“Electrical” 

“Sprinkler” 

“Light Pole”, Point 

“Height”, Numeric, 0-30 

“Flower Box”, Area 

“Type and condition”, Text, 100 

“South Side Walk”, Line 

      “Width”, Numeric, 0-6.0 

“Diagonal Side Walk”, Line 

      “Width”, Numeric, 0-6.0 

“Stairs”, Line 

“Comment”, Text, 100 

 “Bike Rack”, Area 

“Comment”, Text, 100 

Location:  

Survey Hill (the area from the bike rack at the top of the hill to the parking lot 

at the bottom, including the driveway on the North and the side walk on the 

South).  

Procedure: 

During this lab you will be switching in and out to use the GPS equipment.  

When you are not using the GPS equipment you should be laying out your 

horizontal and vertical curve you designed during the last two labs. 

 

Laying out the curve 

 

1. Begin with you total station set up on your PVC point. 

2. Orient to north. 

3. Turn to the RIGHT the first azimuth of your first station (approx. 87.58°) 

4. Using the total station measure the distance and match it to the long chord 

distance for that point.  Once matched place a marker to identify that 

station and move to the next.  

5. Repeat the process to lay out the rest of the centerline 

a. Turn your deflection angles to the remaining stations using your azimuths 

and using the long chord lengths place markers at your stations on the 

curve until you reach your PVT 

6. Using a tape measure, stake the slope intercept points, left and right, 

perpendicular to your curve. 

7. Inform your TA you are finished and they will check your work. 
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GPS Instructions 

 

1. IMPORTANT: Do not touch the screen of the data collector with a metal 

point such as a pen. This will damage the screen.  

2. Reference Appendix D to create a job and load the data dictionary. 

3. Each person in the lab group will capture several point, line, or area 

features (e.g. tree or light pole, sidewalk, or garden area). Capture all 

features within the Survey Hill mapping area according to the instructions 

found in Appendix D. 

4. As you capture data, make sure to write down the numbers for points you 

shot and the associated codes. This will help if you forgot to set the code 

when taking the shot.  

5. If you do a line or area feature, make sure you complete all of the steps 

corresponding with the feature, i.e. make sure you create the line work.  

6. Using the GPS unit shoot two of the benchmarks shown below (301, 302, 

and 203). Using the associated coordinates listed below, compare the 

coordinates. Are they the same? 

7. Export your data to shape (SHP) files as directed in Appendix E and 

upload this data to a flash drive. 

Field Book: 

1.  Show a rough sketch of the features you captured relative to the Survey 

Hill and other recognizable landmarks using the GPS. 

2.  On a separate sketch, draw the curve you staked out including the slope 

intercept points. 

3.  List the name of the job you used. 

4.  List the names of the shape (SHP) files you exported.  

5.  List the points and their associated codes which you personally took. 

6.  Make a note in your field book comparing the benchmark coordinates you 

shot with the ones provided (from Step 6). Are they different? If so, how 

is this possible? 

7.  Include a printed ArcMap layout displaying the location of the features 

you collected. Remember to include a north arrow, legend, scale, inset 

map, your name, and section number.  

 

Note: Make sure to edit the symbology in a way that your points are not 

just “plain” dots.  Creativity is highly encouraged! 
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Note: These coordinates are based on the UTM NAD 1983 Zone 12 projection. 

 

 

Benchmark N (Latitude, m) E (Departure, m) Z (Elevation, m) 

301 4,455,321.189 444,929.449 1397.511 

302 4,455,248.321 444,919.465 1393.013 

203 4,455,263.060 445,016.196 1390.073 
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13 Final ArcMap Layout 

Objectives:  

1. Layout summarizing how a TIN contour is created.  

2. Also summarizing the horizontal and vertical curve. 

3. To display ArcMap skills in building layouts and map making. 

Overview: 

As a final review of both GIS and much of the work you have done surveying 

you need to create a map layout that presents your roadway design and GPS 

data on the survey hill.  You will create a poster as a 2 foot by 3 foot (either 

portrait or landscape) poster.  You can set the size custom or if you prefer just 

use the ANSI D size (22x34) which is a standard.  This is a form of technical 

writing (remember pictures are worth a 1000 words) and you should consider 

this poster to be a final product that you would present to a client (audience).  

You may do this as a team (lab groups).  You should turn in a .pdf in this case 

as I do not require you to actually print this on a plot. 

You can decide how to organize and combine datasets into data frames for 

you map layout, but the following should be included somewhere: 

 

1. Original Terrain TIN from your surveyed data 

2. Roadway Design TIN 

3. Cut/Fill result layer 

4. Center Line Profile (plot from Excel with the original vs. curve elevations 

inserted either as an Excel Object or as an image) 

5. Inset map 

6. GPS Data (use good symbology to represent the different features 

uniquely – not just different colored dots) 

7. Text box(es) summarizing your data frames and analysis 

8. Scale Bar (at least for your primary map) 

9. North Arrow 

10. Legend (at least for your primary map) 

11. Title 

12. Name (Company) in text or as a logo if you want 

Turn the completed poster (.pdf) into your lab TA. 

Optionally and just to see how your work turned out you can print to an 8 ½ 

by 11 page.  If you do this then when you change the poster size (do this after 

saving your .pdf to turn in) choose the option to scale the elements 

automatically. 

Equipment: 

 ArcMap 

 Bring your own Flash Drive 

 Computer 

 

Location:  

ArcMap Lab in Fletcher Building 
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Procedure: 

1. Make sure to have all data necessary to complete this assignment and find 

a time to work on it as a team in the ArcMap lab. 

2. Change the size of the document.  Do this by changing settings in the 

page setup dialog box (File > Page Setup). 

3. Create as many data frames you need to cover the creation of the TIN 

surface and curves.  Keep a space open to add Excel results. 

4. Search for and add your data to the desired data frame.  

5. Open your horizontal and vertical curve spreadsheets and copy the data 

that most represents your curve results.  

6. Change any symbology to make maps clearer (color, size, shape, contour 

intervals, etc.) 

7. Add final map features such as north arrow, scale bar, title, and legend. 

 

Note: If you use only one scale bar you must make each map’s scale the 

same.  Refer to Appendix H: ArcMap Hints and Troubleshooting 

Field Book: 

1.  A map layout of your completed surface TIN, horizontal curve, and 

vertical curve summary. If done as a team, make sure to put everyone’s 

name on the layout. 
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Appendix A: Note Taking and Significant Figures 

Surveying Field Books: 

Each member of the class will need to have a surveying field book. These 

small yellow notebooks are designed for taking surveying field notes and are 

semi-water proof and can be purchased in the school supplies department of 

the BYU Bookstore. These books will be used during each lab for note taking 

and calculations. They will be turned in and graded after each lab exercise is 

completed. Your TA will let you know when and where they are due. 

Rules for Taking Notes in Your Surveying Field Book: 

1. Write your name and lab section number in ink on the front cover of the 

field book. All field notes and sketches are to be done in pencil. 

2. The first page, which is the title page, should have your name, class, 

section, address, phone, email, and any other pertinent information that 

you wish to add, in pencil. 

3. Create a table of contents on the second page. 

4. Start each lab exercise on a new page. Measurements are to be recorded 

on the page with the larger grid (left page), and sketches and other 

notes/calculations are to be done on the page with the smaller grid (right 

page). 

5. Before starting any fieldwork, write the name and number of the lab you 

are doing in the center of the top of the left-hand page. In the top left-

hand corner of the right page list the names of the people in your crew. In 

the top right-hand corner of the right page, note the location, date, time, 

equipment used, and conditions (temperature, weather).You should also 

add an entry to your table of contents. 

6. Notes should be neat and organized. In order to organize your notes, you 

will need to read each lab before your lab meets and become familiar with 

the measurements you will be taking. Most of these measurements can be 

noted in tabular form. Do not crowd your notes. 

7. Take all notes in your field book, unless directed otherwise by your 

Bayou will be tempted to scribble notes on a piece of paper and copy 

them to your field book later; don’t. The field book is for original field 

notes. 

8. Be honest. Write down what you measure, and don’t erase. If you are 

careful in taking measurements, this won’t be a problem. If you do make 

a mistake, draw a line through the number and continue in the book. 

9. Show formulas used and some sample calculations. You will need to use 

a calculator, but it is important to show what you did by noting it in your 

field book. Make all arithmetic checks and calculate closure if necessary 

before leaving the field. 

10. Drawings should be neat. A north arrow is required, and should point 

toward the top of the page if possible. Use of a straight edge is highly 

recommended (a small triangle or an old credit card will do).Without a 

detailed sketch, it is hard to see what was done in the lab. 

11. Check Accuracy. See notes on Accuracy and Significant Figures. 
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Sample Field Book Pages 

 
Table of Contents 

 

Sample Field Notes for a lab exercise 

Accuracy and Significant Figures: 

An important part of becoming familiar with engineering measurements 

involves learning how accurate each method of measuring is, and to what 

degree of accuracy calculated results can be reported. This requires a basic 

understanding of significant figures. Here are some general guidelines to help 

you determine how accurate different kinds of measurements are, and how to 

report your calculated results with the proper significant figures: 

1. Measurements should be rounded to the nearest graduation on a scale. 

The following apply for most of the equipment used in these lab 

exercises: 
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 Tapes should be read to the nearest 0.01-ft.Remember that the 

graduations on the tape are not inches, but in tenths and hundredths. 

 EDM readings should be recorded to the nearest 0.01-ft. 

 Stadia intervals should be recorded to the nearest 0.01-ft.Distances 

calculated with a stadia interval with our instruments are then 

reported to the nearest foot (distance = interval x 100). 

 Vertical distance measured with a rod should be reported to the 

nearest 0.01 ft. Many times measurements are estimated to the nearest 

0.001 ft, but the final value should be in hundredths. 

 Theodolites and semi-stations measure angles to the nearest 6 or 10 

seconds. Angles should be reported in minutes and seconds. 

2. Distances calculated by pacing should be reported to no more than the 

nearest foot, and are really only defensible to the nearest 5 feet. 

3. Cut and fill volumes should be reported to the nearest cubic yard (yd3). 

4. Examples of significant figures: 

 Two-31, 3.1, .030, .00031; 

 Three-777, 7.77, 77.0, .00777 

5. When adding or subtracting, answers are generally reported to the same 

decimal as the number with the fewest decimal places, unless the last 

decimal place is exact (i.e. 311=311.00…). 

 Example: 3.1111+3.11+311=317.2211 (report as 317) 

 Example: 777.7+7.0007+77.77=862.4707 (report as 862.5) 

6. When multiplying and dividing, the general rule is to report the answer 

with the same number of significant figures as the factor with the fewest 

significant figures. 

 Example: 7.777(.011)=0.085547 (report as .086) 

 Example: 8.0(311)=2488 (report as 2500) 

7. When in doubt, use common sense. Think about what you have measured 

and what you are calculating. Then you will know how to report your 

calculated values. 
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Appendix B: Map of BYU with Lab Locations 

 

 

 

Survey Hill 
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Appendix C: TOPCON Total Station References 

 

 
The attached instruction page is the copyrighted property of Topcon Positioning Systems, Inc., Copyright 

2001.All rights are reserved. 
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The attached instruction page is the copyrighted property of Topcon Positioning Systems, Inc., Copyright 

2001.All rights are reserved. 
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The attached instruction page is the copyrighted property of Topcon Positioning Systems, Inc., Copyright 

2001.All rights are reserved. 
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The attached instruction page is the copyrighted property of Topcon Positioning Systems, Inc., Copyright 

2001.All rights are reserved. 
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Appendix D: GPS Setup and Logging Data Points 
 

Each group will need to create a new job and import the code list for the Survey Hill Data Dictionary into 

the job they create. Each student in the lab group is required to capture several point, line, and area features 

(Light Pole, Side Walk, Flower Box, Utility Box, River, Tree, Stairs, and Bike Rack). Capture all features 

within the Survey Hill mapping area. Listed below are the steps for creating a job, importing the data 

dictionary code list, and also how to log each data point. 

1) Turn on the GPS controller (bottom right button).  

 

2) Create a New Job (TopSURV should already be running, but if it isn’t then see your TA).   

A) Tap Job and New Job 

B) Tap in the name field with the stylus and name your file according to the Section you are in, the 

GPS you are using and the Date. For example if the Date is 10-19-08 and you are in Section #2 

using the FC-250, your file would be named Sec. 2 250 10-19-08. Tap Enter. 

C) Tap the drop down menu in the GPS+ Config area, and select VRS. Tap Next. 

D) Tap Next on the Coordinate System screen 

E) Change Distance to US Feet by tapping in the Distance dropdown box and selecting US Feet 

F) Tap Finish at the top of the screen 

G) At this point you may be asked to connect to a Bluetooth device. If this screen comes up tap 

Cancel.  

 

3) Import the data dictionary code list into your new job.  

A) Tap Import and From Job 

B) Select Lab 6 Template and tap Select 

C) In the Points drop down menu, select None, and check Code Library.  

D) Tap Finish  

E) Tap Close after the codes have been imported.  

F) Tap Edit Job and Code.  

G) Check to make sure that all eight of the codes listed in the lab manual are listed here along with 

two others, BM. If they aren’t, see your TA.  

H) Tap Close 

 

4) Setting up the GPS rover 

A) Put  Antenna on GPS receiver 

B) Reset RAM 

i) With the receiver off, press and hold the function button and keep holding it as you press and 

release the power button. 

ii) As it powers up keep holding the function button down until you see the STAT and REC 

buttons flash amber 3 times.   

iii) Immediately release the Function button. 

iv) Wait for 20 seconds then power off the receiver.   

v) Now you are ready to power up the receiver and controller and try connecting. 

C) Turn on the GPS receiver by pushing the bottom left button 
D) Make sure the receiver is securely screwed onto the rod, and extend the rod completely until the 

extension snaps into place. If you are having difficulty with this, see your TA.  

E) Tap Mode on the data collector main screen 

F) Check the Bluetooth checkbox 

G) Tap OK 

H) A screen will come up asking for you to select a Bluetooth device to connect to. The last four 

digits of the serial number are printed on the side of the receiver. Select the receiver you have and 

tap Select. 

i) If Bluetooth was already enabled, then tap the blue reconnect button at the top of the screen. 
I) Wait for the controller to make a start-up noise.  
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i) It will automatically take you to the Network Conn screen.  This is where the modem is 

dialing up.  This connection can take up to 8 minutes.  As it starts connecting each box will be 

checked and the progress screen will increase.  As it progresses it will say NTRIP: Try to 

connect (it is not connected yet).  When it is connected it will say NTRIP:  Connection is 

Established. 

J) Tap Survey and Topo. 

i) Above the Point field, there should be a colored rectangle. If the rectangle is red and says 

AUTO or orange and says FLOAT, wait until it turns green and says FIXED. If this doesn’t 

happen after a few minutes see your TA for assistance. 
ii) Check the Ant Ht (Antenna Height) to make sure it is set at 6.562 US ft Vertical. If not, tap in 

the Ant Ht field and enter 6.562 and set the dropdown box to Vertical. 

5) Gather Data 

A) Trees, Utilities, and Light Poles. 

i) Tap Survey and Topo 

ii) Tap on the down arrow of the Code dropdown menu and select the type of point you are 

gathering.  

iii) Tap on the Point Attribute button ( ) which is beneath the Code drop down menu 

iv) Enter the attribute information, and tap OK 

v) Tap Start while holding the rod as vertical as possible. The input fields will grey out while 

the receiver gathers location data on the point. The data collector will chime when it is 

finished.  

vi) If you didn’t enter the requested attributes earlier, the data collector will then state that the 

Attribute corresponding to that code is required and can’t be left blank. Click OK 

vii) You can now shoot the next point by following sets ii through vi or tap Close.  

B) Bike Rack and Flower Box 

i) Tap Survey and Topo 

ii) Tap on the down arrow of the Code dropdown menu and select the type of point you are 

gathering.  

iii) Tap on the Point Attribute button ( ) which is beneath the Code drop down menu 

iv) Enter the attribute information, and tap OK 

v) Tap Start while holding the rod as vertical as possible. The input fields will grey out while 

the receiver gathers location data on the point.  

vi) Repeat this at each corner of the bike rack or flower box.  

vii) Tap Close in the top right corner 

viii) Tap Edit Job and Area 

ix) Tap Add 

x) Tap Sel Pts (Select Points) and By Code 

xi) Check Bike Rack or Flower Box (whichever you gathered data on) and OK 

xii) Tap in the Linework Name field and name the area. 

xiii)  Tap OK and Close 

C) Sidewalks and Stairs 

i) Tap Survey and AutoTopo 

ii) Tap on the down arrow of the Code dropdown menu and select the type of point you are 

gathering (Stairs, South Sidewalk, or Diagonal Sidewalk) 

iii) Tap on the Point Attribute button ( ) which is beneath the Code drop down menu 

iv) Enter the attribute information, and tap OK 

v) Tap the Settings button, and in the Auto Topo area change the interval to 25 ft. Tap OK. 

vi) Tap Start while holding the rod as vertical as possible. The input fields will grey out while 

the receiver gathers location data on the point. 

vii) Begin walking along the sidewalk. The data collector will record data every 25 ft.  

viii) When you reach the end of the stairs or sidewalk, tap Stop 

ix) Tap Close in the top right corner 

x) Tap Edit Job and Linework 
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xi) Tap Add 

xii) Tap Sel Pts (Select Points) and By Code 

xiii) Check Bike Rack or Flower Box (whichever you gathered data on) and OK 

(a) If this fails to find your data points, then check to make sure you entered the attribute on 

for the points you gathered. If you forgot to enter the attributes, then go back and gather 

the points again.  

xiv) Tap in the Linework Name field and name the line. 

xv)  Tap OK and Close 
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Appendix E: Downloading GPS Data 
 

1. Make sure the name of your job is still listed at the top of the window; if not see your 

TA. 

2. Plug your jump drive into the data controller under the rubber panel on the left side of 

the bottom of the data collector 

3. Tap Export and To File 

4. Tap the down arrow in the Format dropdown menu and select ESRI shapefiles 

(*.shp) and check Use Filters. The screen should look like the image below. 

 

 
 

5. Tap Next 

6. Check the Filter by Codes checkbox and tap Select.  

7. Tap in the checkboxes next to all of the codes you surveyed. 

8. Tap the Up One Level ( )button until you can’t go any farther 

9. Double tap your jump drive (it might be labeled Hard Disk) and navigate to where 

you would like to keep the files.  

10. Tap OK. 

11. Make sure the coordinate system reads UTM Zone 12 and then tap Finish. 

12. When the export is finished tap Close 

13. Now you are going to export the lines/areas you created. Tap Export and To File. 

14. Tap the down arrow Data dropdown menu and select Lines. 

15. Now follow the same steps outlined in steps 4 – 12. 

16. Now you can remove you USB device and add the data to ArcMap to create you map 

layout. If you don’t know how to add the data to ArcMap ask your TA. 
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Appendix F: Computer Aided Contouring 

 

There are many commercially available programs for computer aided contouring. For our class we 

will be using ArcMap. Like most contouring applications, ArcMap uses tools to create a grid based on 

Triangulated Irregular Networks (TINs).A TIN represents the land surface by connecting points 

together to form triangles as shown in below. 

 

Sample TIN. 

A TIN provides a convenient data source to perform contouring because the terrain surface is modeled 

as a series of linear surface patches, making mathematical computations simple. An individual triangle 

can be contoured by determining whether or not a given contour interval is found between adjacent 

points along an edge of a triangle. For example if we were contouring a TIN with a 10-foot contour 

interval and the triangle shown below was part of the TIN, then these steps could be used to contour 

segment for 760 feet: 

1. For Edge-1 Determine whether 760 falls between the elevations of the two end points (755 and 

778 in this case). 

2. If it does, then linearly interpolate along Edge-1 to determine where the 760 value is located. 

3. Repeat step 1 for Edge-2.In this case 760 is below both elevations so there will not be a point of 

intersection and therefore we do not need to linearly interpolate. 

4. Repeat step 1 for Edge-3. 

5. Since 760 lies between 755 and 763, linearly interpolate along the edge to determine where 760 is 

located. 

6. Connect the point on Edge-1 to Edge-3. 

7. The above steps can be repeated for each contour interval. 

If this process is repeated for each triangle in the terrain model, the full set of contours will result. 

Note that this process works regardless of the order of contoured triangles. 
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Contoured Triangle 

 

Contoured TIN 

Most contouring applications, including ArcMap, include the capability to triangulate any set of x, y, z 

points into a TIN. However, the configuration of triangles (the way points are connected into triangle 

edges) affects how the contours appear. Consider the example shown in the figures below. If the two 

triangles are formed by connecting the left and right points, the contours of Figure A result; whereas a 

completely different set of contours results in Figure B if the triangles are formed by connecting the 

points at the top and bottom (the coordinate (XYZ) values of the four points are identical for both sets 

of triangles). 

 

 

 

778

763

755

770

760

Edge-3

Edge-2Edge-1
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Figure A    Figure B 

By default, ArcMap tries to create triangles as equiangular as possible, which means in this case the 

configuration of Figure A (above) would result. However, the correct configuration depends on the 

terrain being modeled. An important concept in creating triangles from TINs is the use of break-lines. 

A break-line can be established between any two points on a TIN and then inserted in such a way that 

triangle edges are honored along the break-line. The figures below illustrate this concept. 

  

Figure C     Figure D 

As you create a contour representation of the Survey Hill using TINs, you will need to be mindful of 

the need to establish break-lines along ridges, streams, and other features which you know are 

“linearly” connected. 

 

 

Breakline end points Breakline
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Appendix G: U.S. Public Land Survey System 

U.S. PUBLIC LANDS 

Public lands are areas that are or have been owned and administered by the federal government. 

30 states comprise the public lands system. 

72% of the United States has been part of this system, since it began in 1785.  

This excludes the East Coast states, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Texas. 

And includes all other states, Florida, and parts of Ohio and Alaska 

Although nearly a billion acres of public land has been sold or granted, approximately 1/3 of the United States is 

still federally owned.  

PUBLIC LAND SYSTEM 

Original land descriptions used a "metes-and-bounds" description:  

Started with a "point of beginning” then described somewhat of a traverse, with angle and distance along each 

side, ending at point of beginning. 

Actual location of significant points takes precedence over distance or angle in description. 

It is complex to describe some areas, monuments can deteriorate or be vandalized, and the slang used in 

some areas is difficult to understand. 

The purpose of the public land system was to subdivide states into rectangular tracts using a grid system. 

The grid system subdivision method was to make the sale of public lands easier. 

The grid system is based on Principal Meridians of longitude (lines run north and south) and Base Lines 

perpendicular to true meridians. 

Only one Principal Meridian is used for each plot of land, and it may not always be the closest one. 

 
Picture obtained from: http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/more/cadastralsurvey/meridians.3.html

http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/more/cadastralsurvey/meridians.3.html
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SUBDIVISION OF PUBLIC LANDS 

Public lands are divided into quadrangles. 

Quadrangles are 24 miles on a side. 

Quadrangles are divided into townships (16). 

Each Township is 36 square miles (6 miles by 6 miles). 

Townships are divided into sections (36). 

Each section is 640 acres (1 mile by 1 mile). 

Sections can be subdivided in a variety of ways. 

Subdivision of sections is not done as part of the public land survey, but later by local surveyors. 

 

LEGALITY OF PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS 

Boundaries of public lands established by duly appointed surveyors are unchangeable. 

Original township and section corners established by surveyors must stand as the true corners they were intended 

to represent, whether or not in the place shown by the field notes. 

PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS 

The purpose of the public land system was to obtain square sections, 1 mile on a side. 

However, since meridians converge it is mathematically impossible to get 36 square sections out of each 

township. 

Surveys of the public lands start in the southeast corner of townships so that all discrepancies are placed in 

sections along the north and west boundaries of the township. 

Every fourth township line both north and south of the Base Line is designated a correction line, and on 

each correction line the range lines are measured to the full distance of six miles apart. 

Because of curvature of earth, and crude instruments used in early surveys, in practice few townships 

are exactly six-mile squares or contain exactly 36 square miles. 

Sections where corrections take place are called "fractional sections.” All other sections are called 

"standard sections.” 
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PARALLELS AND MERIDIANS 

Standard parallels are run as true parallels of latitude 24 miles apart north and south of the base line. 

Standard parallels are numbered consecutively north and south of the base line, e.g. Second Standard 

Parallel North. 

Guide meridians are run as true meridians 24 miles apart east and west of the principal meridian. 

Guide meridians are numbered consecutively east and west of the principal meridian, e.g. First Guide 

Meridian East. 

QUADRANGLES, RANGE AND TOWNSHIP LINES 

A quadrangle is divided into townships by running range (R) and township (T) lines. 

Range lines are true meridians running north at 6 mile intervals on the base line and standard parallel lines. 

Township lines are true parallels established at 6 mile intervals on the principal meridian, guide meridians, and 

range lines.  

 

 

Picture obtained from: http://geology.isu.edu/geostac/Field_Exercise/topomaps/plss.htm 

Description of point is: The location of the star in the figure above would be 
described as the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of the northeast 
quarter, section thirteen, township two south, range two west. The shorthand 
for this is: SE1/4, SE1/4, NE1/4, sec. 13, T2S, R2W 

  

http://geology.isu.edu/geostac/Field_Exercise/topomaps/plss.htm
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TOWNSHIPS 

A township is identified by a unique description based on its principal meridian. 

North and south rows of townships are called ranges and are numbered consecutively east and west of the 

principal meridian. 

East and west rows of townships are called tiers (or townships) and are numbered in order north and south of the 

base line.  

DESIGNATION OF TOWNSHIPS 

An individual township is identified by its number north or south of the base line, followed by its number east or 

west of the principal meridian. 

Example:  

Township 8 North, Range 19 East, of the Fifth Principal Meridian. 

This example would be abbreviated as follows:  

T 8 N, R 19 E, 5th PM. 

Realize there is no "0" township or range, so they start with "1" and count up from there.  

DESIGNATION OF SECTIONS 

Sections are numbered from 1 to 36 starting with 1 in the northeast corner of the township and proceeding 

alternately west and east ending with section 36 in the south east corner. 

There are 25 regular sections that are 1 square mile and 11 sections along the north and west borders that absorb 

the differences due to convergence and any errors due to the survey. 

Section 16 was originally set aside for school purposes, with the schoolhouse originally located in this 

section so it would be centrally located. 

SUBDIVISION OF SECTIONS 

The section is the basic unit of the public lands system. 

Land often needs to be divided in smaller parcels. The BLM provides guidelines for the proper way to subdivide 

a section, but these surveys are done by local surveyors as needed. 

Sections are subdivided into quarter sections; quarter sections are subdivided into quarter-quarter sections, etc.  

DESCRIPTIONS OF LAND PARCELS 

Descriptions of land within the public lands system are designated by boundaries that are unique, clear, and 

concise. 

Examples:  

Sec. 6, T 8 N, R 19 E, 5th PM 

The SE1/2, SW1/4, Sec. 21, T 2 N, R 5 W, Ute Prin. Mer. 

E 80 acres, NE1/4, Sec. 14, T 15 S, R 10 E, 6th PM. 

When reading these, it is easiest to think of the comma as meaning "of the", so you actually start from the right 

side, and break it into gradually smaller sections as you read toward the left. If a description says "the north 80 

acres of the northwest 1/4", it means exactly 80 acres. However, if it says "the north 1/2 of the northwest 1/4", it 

may mean less than 80 acres if it is a fractional section. You should be able to determine the approximate area of 

each area, based on 640 acres per square mile. 

 

Notes adapted from: http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu/~agen215/publand.html 
 

http://pasture.ecn.purdue.edu/~agen215/publand.html
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Appendix H: The ‘How To’ Guide to ArcMap 
 

How to add a folder connection: 

 

During the first lab you should have been shown how to add a folder connection, but 

in case you forgot, here is how you do it: 

 

1. Hover over the ‘Catalog’ tab on the right of the screen.  This will pop-out the 

Catalog window. 

2. Click on the ‘Connect To Folder’ button, seen with the following icon . 

 

 
 

3. A dialog window will pop-up called ‘Connect to Folder.’  This is the tricky 

part.  You are NOT searching for any files; you are merely telling ArcMap to 

make a shortcut, or path to the folder with all your files. 

 

See the figure on the next page.  There is a folder called ‘CE En 113.’  It is 

recommended you have a folder like this for your files.  Simply click on the 

folder you want and then click OK. 

 

Click here 
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Note: You can connect to a directory/folder before the folder with you files 

and still access your data (i.e. Connecting to ‘Desktop’ allows access to any 

folders on the desktop). 

 

 
 

4. Once you’ve pushed OK you can access your data either through the ‘Add 

Data’ button on the toolbar or the ‘Catalog’ window on the side. 

 

How to create a new shapefile: 

 

Periodically you will need to create a new shapefile in order to complete your lab 

assignments and make necessary additions to your maps, and this is how you do it: 

 

1. First off, you will need to already have created a folder to store you files.   

2. The next step is to right-click on the folder in the ‘Catalog’ window and 

select New > Shapefile… 

 

See the figure below. 
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3. This will prompt the dialog box below.  Change the shapefile type to match 

your needs. 

4. Edit the projection. 

5. Then click OK.  You will see your new shapefile added in the explorer 

window on the left and in the ‘Catalog’ window under the designated folder. 

 

 
 

How to edit shapefiles: 

 

In addition to creating new shapefiles, you will also have to edit these files to create 

the features on the map, and this is how you do it: 

 

1. Editing a shapefile usually comes right after you created it.  If this is not the 

case locate the shapefile and add it to ArcMap. 

If the shapefile has been added correctly you will see it in the explorer 

window on the left-hand side. 

 

Click here 

Type 

Projection 
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2. Right-click on the shapefile and click Edit Features > Start Editing.  This 

pops-up the editing toolbar as well as the ‘Create Features’ window on the 

right. 

 

 
 

3. You should see your shapefile in the ‘Create Features’ window.  Click on it. 

 

Note: If you do not see your shapefile in this window follow the 

troubleshooting instructions at the end of this section. 

 

4. You will notice that options appeared under the ‘Construction Tools’ section, 

click on the desired type. 

5. Now you can create features on your map.  Click on the map to add the 

features. 

6. Once you have finished creating find the editor toolbar, click on the 

dropdown menu named ‘Editor’, click Save Edits.  This will save your edits.  

Click on the dropdown menu ‘Editor’ again and click Stop Editing.   

 

How to Add a Field to an Attribute Table: 
 

When working with your data you will find times that you need to add a new field in 

order to correct data, create new data, or perform calculations on data sets.  In order 

to add a field, this is how you do it. 

 

1. If it’s not already open, open the attribute table you want to edit. 

2. In the top left corner click on the drop-down menu and click on the ‘Add 

Field’ option. 
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3. This will open a new dialogue box that allows you to name the new field (no 

spaces) and allows you to define the data type. 

 

 
 

4. In the type field there are different options.  The most common options will 

either be ‘Integer’ or ‘Double.’  As a general rule of thumb use the ‘Integer’ 

option if you don’t need decimals, but if you do need decimal places use the 

‘Double’ option.   

 

Troubleshooting 

 

Shapefile not in ‘Create Features’ window: 

 

1. In the ‘Create Features’ window click on the organize templates button .  

The figure below shows its location. 

 

 
 

 

2. The dialog box shown below will open.  Click on the shapefile you want and 

then click on ‘New Template.’ 

3. This will open the ‘Create New Templates Wizard’ dialog box.  Click Finish. 
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4. You should now see a new template with the name of your shapefile.  Click 

Close. 

5. Now you can pick up at Step 4 in the previous instructions to finish editing. 

 


